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BASEBALL TEAM SPLITS WITH KENT STATE 
Falcons 'squeeze' out dramatic first game victory in 12th inning; 
But Golden Flash pitching prevents BG from taking second game .. .see   Sports p. 10 
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Donations sought: Beta 
Sigma Phi sorority ana Goodwill 
Industries of Toledo, Inc. will collect 
used furniture, clothing, shoes, 
radios, toys, housewares and lawn 
and garden items to support training 
and work experience for men and 
women who nave vocational 
disabilities. 
A Goodwill trailer will be stationed 
in the K mart parking lot, 1111S. Main 
St., Saturday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. to 
collect donated goods. 
NATION 
Inflation rising: Consumer 
prices, fueled by sharp increases in 
clothing, housing and medical costs, 
shot up 0.5 percent in March to push 
inflation to 8.5 percent, the highest 
level since 1982, the government said 
Tuesday. 
Private economists saw the 
unexpectedly brisk advance in the 
Labor Department's Consumer Price 
Index as a discouraging sign that 
inflation was not retreating as they 
had hoped. 
Glowing veggies: The 
AgricultureDepartment said Monday 
it has given the go-ahead for an 
Auburn University scientist to 
conduct field tests of cabbage and 
broccoli that have been genetically 
engineered to glow. 
Joseph Shaw, an assistant professor 
of botany and microbiology, 
transferred a set of genes having a 
code for bioluminescence from a 
marine organism into bacteria that 
causes black rot, a major disease of 
{ilants in the cabbage and broccoli 
amily. 
After infecting plants with the 
luminescent black rot bacteria, the 
diseased plant parts will glow, 
allowing scientists to trace the 
progress of the disease through the 
plant. 
Kiss and make 
tip: Gay-rights demonstrators kissed, 
and then made up with the owner of a 
cafe where an employee had asked 
two women patrons to stop their 
smooching. 
Donald Hanigan assured the 
protesters Monday they would not be 
discriminated at his Espresso Royale 
Cafe and he wanted their business. 
The controversy began April 8 when 
an employee asked two women to 
refrain from holding hands and 
kissing as they sat at a window table 
along State Street near the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison campus. 
On Monday, about 125 protesters 
showed up and exchanged kisses for 
several minutes. 
Nurse shortage: There will 
be an adequate supply of physicians 
and most other health professionals 
through the end of the century but the 
shortage of nurses is expected to 
worsen, the government said 
Tuesday. 
The number of registered nurses 
has grown from 750,000 in 1970 to more 
than 1.6 million in 1988, according to a 
report sent to Congress by Health and 
Human Services Secretary Louis 
Sullivan. 
However, even though the number 
is expected to continue to increase 
during the next 15 years, it will not be 
enough to alleviate the shortages, the 
report said. 
HISTORY 
On this date: In 1968, students 
clustered in inf ormalgroups around 
campus to observe "Gentle 
Thursday." Some students sang to the 
accompaniment of a guitar, some 
wrote messages of peace on 
sidewalks, while others rolled pipe 
tobacco in cigarette paper and offered 
them to other students as joints. 
Compiled from local and wire reports 
Bush irresolute on environment 
by John Yaukey 
USA Today-CIN 
WASHINGTON - President Bush 
rarely misses a chance to pose as an 
outdoorsman attuned to the environ- 
ment, whether he's fishing the thun- 
derous surf of Florida or hunting the 
scrub flats of Texas. 
And while he has found that good 
sport can often be good politics, envi- 
ronmentalists and business leaders are 
not impressed with this man who Tues- 
day wul convene a belated world con- 
ference here on global warming. 
Conservationists said they are con- 
fused and worried about a gap between 
G See Bush, page 8 
American public willing to make sacrifices 
(USA Today-CIN) — More people than ever are worried about Earth, and 
they are willing to recycle, pay higher taxes and even tell perfect strangers to 
pick up gum wrappers. 
A Gannett News Service-USA Today poll reflects changing priorities for peo- 
ple in an endangered world where four of five people are concerned about the 
environment and believe one person's effort can make a difference. 
"I do what I can," said Richard Wilson, 29, of Laguna Hills, Calif. "I don't 
throw litter out the window. I use non-fluorocarbon sprays." 
One thing Americans will not do, however, is give up driving automobiles. 
The poll found that two of three people responding oppose driving restrictions 
and more than half never use public transportation. 
But a majority of people are willing to pay more for groceries in recyclable 
packaging and accept a lower standard of living to protect the environment. In 
addition, naif of those surveyed said they have ordered others to pick up after 
themselves. 




by Michelle Matheson 
staff writer 
Police are searching for an unknown 
man harassing the residents of Dun- 
bar, Batchelder, Ashley and McDonald 
halls by peeping on women while they 
are showering. 
University officers are investigating 
the reported incidents, but "at this 
point in time we have no idea," Public 
Information Officer Barb Waddell said. 
The man has been described as 5 feet 
11 inches tall, with short brown hair, 
wearing dark blue jeans and a red 
sweatshirt. He was seen in Dunbar 
early Tuesday morning. 
Attempting to increase safety 
awareness and prevent future inci- 
dents, resident advisers for halls in 
Krcischer and Harshman quadrangles 
have called meetings. 
A resident of Ashley who attended 
one of the meetings said the staff was 
concerned with the students' safety and 
advised them to be more careful on the 
weekends. Students also were warned 
to avoid showering alone. 
Tricia Lamb, a resident adviser of 
D See Peeping, page 4. 
Teeter for Two BG News/Jay Murdock 
Delta Sigma Pi members Anne Thompson and Larry Taylor balance the up side of a teeter-totter in the Union Oval Tuesday 
afternoon. The business fraternity will have members on the teeter-totter for 72 consecutive hours in an effort to raise $1,000 
for the American Diabetes Foundation. 
Cultural class supported 
by Matt Mlghell 
staff writer 
The Cultural Diversity in the United States aca- 
demic program cleared its highest administrative 
hurdle on Tuesday by gaining almost unanimous 
support from the Faculty Senate with a 61-3 vote. 
The cultural diversity program will add a fifth re- 
quirement to the undergraduate general education 
core curriculum, if supported by University Presi- 
dent Paul Olscamp and the Board of Trustees. 
Freshmen entering the University in the fall of 
1991, will be the first students required to take at 
least one of these approved courses. 
Ernest Champion, associate professor and coor- 
dinator of cultural diversity ana ethnic studies, and 
the Committee on Cultural Diversity have spent the 
past five years addressing academia. They ex- 
plained the importance of a culturally diverse pro- 
gram and sought input from every University faction 
which would be affected by the program. "It may 
well be that courses in cultural diversity have under- 
gone more exacting scrutiny than most course pro- 
posals," Champion said. The committee has also 
been careful to make its recommendation in a way 
which would not increase the course requirements 
for graduation, Champion said. 
"The necessary number of courses in the general 
education core remains at eight," he said. 
Addressing the Faculty Senate, Marwan Tantash, 
USG cabinet member, said the new program offers 
□ See Culture, page 4. 
Soviets embargo 
fuel to Lithuania 
by Mark J. Porubcansky 
Associated Press writer 
MOSCOW — The Soviet government said it was 
tightening the tap on Lithuania's natural gas supply 
Tuesday and may cut oil and gasoline to the republic 
for its refusal to rescind pro-indpendence laws, Lith- 
uanian leaders said. 
There was no immediate noticeable change in the 
amount of natural gas used to heat homes and fuel 
D See Lithuania, page 3 
BG degree for Mandela urged 
by Matt Mlghell 
staff writer 
Acknowledging his life-long work of 
spreading the South African cry for 
freedom, Nelson Rolihlahlu Mandela 
deserves an honorary degree from the 
University, according to Graduate Stu- 
dent Senate President Ricardo Frazer. 
The nomination for an honorary doc- 
torate of law was submitted by a three- 
member GSS committee — headed by 
Frazer — to the Faculty Senate Honor- 
ary Degrees and Commemoratives 
Committee in March. 
The proposal, awaiting Faculty Sen- 
ate committee approval, states Mande- 
la's contributions to human rights and 
service to humanity as the basis for 
consideration. 
Patricia Cunningham, chairwoman 
of the University Honorary Degrees 
and Commemoratives Committee, said 
the proposal was a good idea, but it is 
still under consideration by the com- 
mittee. 
"This would state how (the University) is 
concerned about freedom and justice in the 
United States and around the world. In effect, 
we're taking a stand for justice." 
-Ricardo Frazer, Graduate Student Senate President 
Cunningham refused to comment on 
the progress of the proposal "so people 
won't get their hopes up and possibly be 
disappointed later if the proposal isn't 
accepted by Faculty Senate.'' 
Frazer said the award would reflect 
the University's support of global jus- 
tice. 
"This would state how (the Universi- 
ty) is concerned about freedom and 
justice in the United States and around 
the world," he said. "In effect, we're 
taking a stand for justice." 
The plans behind the degree include 
Mandela and his wife Winnie address- 
ing a commencement ceremony at the 
University, Frazer said. 
According to Cunningham, a person- 
al appearance has been required of 
other University honorary degree reci- 
fients including Erma Bombeck 
1978), Fred Rogers (1987) and William 
F.Buckley, Jr. (1987). 
"As far as I know the University has 
never given an honorary degree to 
someone who did not come to accept 
it," she said, "but I think it's odd that 
the University wouldn't award (Man- 
dela) the degree if he couldn't come to 
accept it" 
Frazer said the possibility of Man- 
dela attending an awards ceremony is 
feasible due to his world traveling. 
"I don't think it's out of the ques- 
tion," he said. 
The benefits to the University of a 
visit from Mandela would be nu- 
merous, Frazier said. 
"This would be a tremendous oppor- 
tunity for students to hear such a global 
personality," he added. "And it would 
be an asset to the University in terms of 
national and international recogni- 
tion." 
No definite time frame has been put 
on the degree, he said, "but I would like 
to see it sometime." 
Mandela was captured in South 
Africa in 1962 after working under- 
ground 17 months for the guerrilla wing 
of the then outlawed ANC, directing a 
sabotage campaign against white rule. 
The now 71-year-old African National 
Congress leader was released from 
Victor Verster Prison — about 30 miles 
north of Cape Town — Feb. 11. This 
came after Mandela consistently re- 
fused freedom under the terms set by 
the ruling National Party wherein he 
would renounce violence. 
See Mandela, page 4. 
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Some call it mercy killing, others call it mur- 
der. 
What euthanasia really is, as defined by Web- 
sters New World Dictionary, is the act of causing 
death painlessly, so as to end suffering. 
In recent years, there has been much controversy 
surrounding the moral and ethical implications of 
euthanasia. 
Advocates claim it violates an individual's right 
to die and not allowing mercy killings subjects peo- 
ple to lives filled with suffering and no apparent fu- 
ture because they are not able to live their lives 
without life-support systems. 
Opponents claim euthanasia is murder, no mat- 
ter why the "plug is pulled" or how serious the in- 
jury or disease is. 
Either way, euthanasia is not a decision to be 
made hastily because a short-term decision may 
create long-term effects and regret. 
But to a large extent, the arguments for mercy 
killings are getting way out of Hand, regardless of 
why it is performed. And no longer is this process 
limited to individuals on life-support machines who 
have no chance to live without them. 
Watching people on life-support systems causes 
suffering for the families and friends, not necessar- 
ily the patient, so the argument to disconnect the 
system is a viable one. Why should the individual be 
kept alive by a machine? 
But it is the people who are trying to make use of 
the euthanasia because they have Deen maimed in 
accidents, paralyzed, etc., who are abusing the is- 
sue. These people can live because of treatment by 
Shysicians and are not in a life-threatening situa- 
on without the constant use of a machine. 
Is the value of life so small that people are now 
going to request that it be taken away from them 
even if they are capable of living without the use of 
life-support systems? 
In 1988, one man filed a lawsuit for alleged neg- 
ligence and battery by staff members of Cincinna- 
ti's St. Francis-St. George Hospital for keeping him 
alive after a series of heart attacks. 
Edward H. Winter, who died Saturday of a 
stroke, claimed his wish that "no extraordinary 
measures be taken to save his life" were ignored by 
the staff who resuscitated him and used electric 
shock to keep him alive. The hospital denies the al- 
legations of wrongdoing. 
This request for active euthanasia, which is the 
taking of intentional steps to hurry the death of the 
individual, is wrong and should not be allowed to 
happen — in this context, euthanasia is murder. 
when the life of a person can be preserved 
through medical treatment, and the patient can re- 
spondto his or her surroundings, why take their life 
away? 
Passive euthanasia, allowing a person to die of 
natural causes and not taking extraordinary 
measures to preserve their life, can be constituted 
as murder as well because a life is being taken 
away. However, people shouldn't have to suffer, 
deal with increasing hospital costs, or watch their 
friends and relatives lie unconscious in a hospital 
with no hope for recovery. 
What kind of life is that? 
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Mule traders and Mapplethorpe 
Once again that "homosex- 
ual" artist Robert Mapplethorpe 
has people whipped into a fren- 
zied witch hunt. This time it's in 
our fair sister city Cincinnati, 
that bastion of purity that sits 
lazily on the Ohio River. 
Seems like only baseball can 
be dirty in Cincinnati. The city 
that wouldn't convict Pete Rose, 
sent in a grand jury secretly to 
observe Mapplethorpe's exhibit 
77ie Perfect Moment 
After spending an inordinate 
amount of time perusing the 
photographs in question, they 
decided they were too obscene 
for anybody else to see. In doing 
so they gave the exhibit the best 
PR it could ever have had. The 
city, however hasn't faired as 
A Cincinnati judge refused to 
close the exhibit while the char- 
ges were pending. So now every 
art lover and "pervert" has des- 
cended upon the city, to wait in 
line, or drool, as the case may 
be. 
In the past couple of weeks, 
much has been written about 
Cincinnati, about Mapplethorpe, 
about what is obscene and what 
is art. 
This issue is beyond porno- 
graphy. Those that are calling 
Die exhibit pornographic and 
obscene are raising smoke 
screens. Smoke screens to hide 
the evil things that lurk in the 
slimy darkness that exists in all 
our hearts. 
I don't think I would take a 
work by Mapplethorpe and hang 
it In my living room. I can't im- 
agine having a dinner party 
under a rendition of one man 
urinating in another man's 
mouth. 
This however, does not mean 
that the photograph should be 
banned. It is a thought- 
provoking piece, as the other 
photographs in the exhibit are. 






are provoked by the pho- 
tographs that disturb the pro- 
testers of the exhibit, perhaps it 
renders their little worlds into 
chaos. 
And chaos is a newspaper 
headline. 
The Berlin Wall has tumbled 
like dice. The Cold War is over. 
The Drug War is on. Sexuality 
can bring death. Racism is 
legitimate. Religion sparkles 
with avarice. Art is Porn. 
But it seems art can bring co 
E'ty out of chaos. Art can 
a foundation to seemingly 
ationless angst. 
But can obscenity be rendered 
as art? 
What exactly is obscenity? 
Is it a picture of a little girl, 
her skirt riding above her knees, 
her bare pudendum exposed, or 
is it the thoughts that are pro- 
voked in the mind of the viewer? 
DDO 
Back when America was a 
young, "pure" nation, a group of 
mule traders reached the banks 
of the Ohio River. Tired of the 
hot grimy trail they had blazed 
from the East, they plopped 
their belongings down, declared 
the place the "Gateway to the 
Wesr'and commenced the trade 
of selling mules and provisions 
to pioneers. 
As any settlement of the time, 
it was a lawless place: full of 
whisky and houses of ill-repute. 
Whoring went on without much 
notice next to clapboard chur- 
ches. 
The settlers still had a taste of 
oppression from the 
church/state governments they 
had fled from in the Old World, 
so they were tolerant in both 
morality and taste — as long as 
they didn't interfere with the 
business of mule trading and the 
like. 
More or less, that is how Cin- 
cinnati grew on the banks of the 
Ohio River. 
The Cincinnati that exists to- 
day would make Ed Meese 
proud. A city free from the de- 
pravity of smut. If the citizens of 
that prude city want to legislate 
such morality, well... that is 
their right. But in their myopic 
sense of America, they tend to 
misunderstand the constitution, 
misunderstand the Supreme 
Court rulings on obscenity and 
misunderstand the premise of 
art. 
It is interesting to note that the 
Contemporary Art Center, 
which is housing the exhibit in 
Cincinnati, withdrew itself from 
receiving public money from the 
Cincinnati Arts Fund. 
It was trying to avoid the 
cheap attempt at censorship 
that 01' Jesse Helms had succ- 
eeded at in our Nation's capital. 
It's OK for Bengals quarter- 
back Boomer Esiason to lounge 
around in his skivvies to sell 
Hanes underwear; for the 
modern mule traders in Cincin- 
nati, that type of crass sexuality 
doesn't interfere with business. 
The exhibit however is a 
different story. 
It hasn't interfered with busi- 
ness either — Cincinnati Art 
Center membership is up by 40 
percent — what it has done is as- 
saulted the city's heart of dark- 
ness. 
Whether the photographs are 
obscene or not isn't the key is- 
sue. 
Supreme Court rulings seem 
to suggest the definition of obs- 
cenity is rather subjective; it 
depends partly on the viewer. 
What then goes through the 
mind of the pious art lover when 
they gaze at photographs of tor- 
tured, aberrant sexuality? Does 
it turn over stones in their hearts 
and let cockroaches of repressed 
sexuality scurry forth Into day- 
light? 
One thing is sure, seven pic- 
tures have brought judgment to 
Cincinnati. Can the city grasp 
that it's reaction to the exhibit is 
a reflection of the photographs 
and perhaps is more obscene 
than any porn could ever hope to 
be? 
And perhaps that is the true 
aim of art — to allow us to exam- 
ine ourselves, the way we really 
are, whether we like the reflec- 
tion or not. 
Chuck Travis is a columnist 
/orThe News. 
Letters 
Blood drive apathy 
result of no warning 
To the Editor: 
The article and editorial in 
77ie BG News on April 10 regard- 
ing the low turnout for the Red 
Cross blood drive seemed to be 
based on the assumption that we 
knew about the blood drive and 
chose not to participate. The 
various strategies employed be- 
fore each drive to line up donors 
are not always effective in get- 
ting the word out and motivating 
donations. 
My previous employers — one 
was even larger than the Uni- 
versity — all relied upon inform- 
ing us through the departments 
in the form of personal "taps on 
the shoulder" or memos from 
our supervisors, letting us know 
about the upcoming drives. 
That's the sort of personal touch 
which helps to raise conscious- 
ness toward blood donation. It is 
also more effective than placing 
notices in papers that may be 
overlooked. Perhaps there are 
similar strategies to reach stu- 
dents. With the exception of once 
being solicited at home by a paid 
or volunteer student, I have not 
received that personal — and 
difficult to ignore — invitation in 
the year and a half of being at 
BGSU. Calling us at home is also 
not the best way to receive a pos- 
itive response. 
I donated  blood  only  once 
since my arrival at BG, where I 
always gave two or three times 
fr year elsewhere. By the time 
learn about a drive, it is 
usually that very week, and by 
then, my calendar is filled. 
Furthermore, I am not even 
aware of which office on cam- 
pus, if any, is responsible for 
coordinating the blood drives, so 
I will have to make an extra 
effort to find out how to enroll as 
a donor. 
Lots of people care about 
blood donation. Please don't ac- 
cuse us of apathy when we are 
just normal, busy folds, who 
need some warning to work it 
into our schedules. 
Cheryl Carothers 
Gerontology Education Center 
Respond 
The BG News editorial page 
is your campus forum. 
Letters to the editor should 
be a maximum of 200-300 words 
in length and should be 
double-spaced, and signed. 
Address or on-campus mailbox 
number along with your tele- 
phone number for verification, 
must be included. 
Please address all submis- 
sions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
211 West Hall 
Green Harvest ■ -by Villamor M. Cruz 
THE BG NEWS 
Campus Life April IS, 19*0 
Students fail at recognition 
-5*J 
Coughlln Tallaferro Emeraon Olscamp Lancaster Frazer Miller Davidson 
by Jeremy S. Weber 
staff writer 
The actions of Bowling Green 
leaders have an influence on 
students' lives, but most stu- 
dents would not recognize those 
leaders if they saw them walk- 
ing down the street, according to 
a recent BG Newsswvey. 
About 100 students in the Uni- 
versity Union Saturday through 
Monday were shown pictures of: 
DMavor Edwin Miller, 
University  President  Paul 
Olscamp, 
[Undergraduate Student 
Government President Kevin 
Coughlin, 
Dformer USG senator Craig 
Taliaferro, 
Graduate Student Senate 
President Ricardo Frazer, 
DWard One City Councilman 
Jim Davidson, 
Dformer Faculty Senate 
Chairwoman Ann-Marie Lan- 
caster 
DFalcon hockey player Nel- 
son Emerson. 
Of the people on the list, 
Coughlin was the most recog- 
nized person with 69 percent of 
the students identifying him; 
however, only four students rec- 
ognized the mayor. 
The majority of students 
asked admitted they were un- 
familiar with community 
leaders and 88 percent could not 
identify more than half of the 
pictures. Fourty-seven percent 
named two or less correctly, and 
10 percent did not recognize any 
of the eight photographs. 
The average student identified 
2.5 pictures and only one student 
recognized more than five faces. 
Coughlin finished 9 percent 
above Olscamp, while Ta- 
liaferro finished third with 50 
percent recognition. 
The recent USG elections ap- 
parently boosted Coughlin's fa- 
miliarity, as many students rec- 
ognized him from the campaign. 
"(Coughlin) seems to show up 
every place," said student 
Deanna Beall. "He makes him- 
self very visible." 
100% 
80% 
Faces in High Places 
COUGHUN        OUCRMP        TRUAKMO        CftKftSON FftfU(A 
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BG News Graphlc/Darrlck Ross 
Several students recognized 
Olscamp from his appearance at 
freshman orientation. 
"Most people tend not to like 
some of the things he does, so 
he's in the news a Tot," said Greg 
Brooker. 
Taliaferro's recent arrest for 
alleged theft and forgery played 
a role in the number of students 
recognizing him. Several stu- 
dents identified him as "the one 
iniail." 
"He always tries to get his 
name in the paper, and all the 
publicity with the elections, 
that's been a factor too," said 
John Slagle. 
Student Fred Wright said the 
results are typical of students' 
apathy toward current events. 
"Very few people care about 
their leaders and don't stay 
alert," Wright said. "Freddie 
Falcon is probably the most rec- 
ognized person around." 
BG Eagle Scouts 
urged to reunite 
by Jeremy S. Weber 
staff writer 
Attention: All former Eagle Scouts who can still tie a slip knot or 
startacampfire. 
The University is looking for former scouts to recognize and be- 
come involved in scouting again, according to Dave Bender, an or- 
ganizer of the program. 
The project is part of a vear-long nationwide program io recognize 
former scouts and help them lead current troops, Bender said. Ser- 
vice fraternity Alpha Phi Omega has been helping to conduct the 
search at Bowling Green, he said. 
"Troops always need additional help," Bender said. "There are a 
whole bunch of avenues, such as troop leaders or consulting, they 
can pursue." 
Former scouts will be formally recognized at a reception April 24 
in the Amani room of the Northeast Commons, Bender said. All for- 
mer scouts, whether or not they reached Eagle Scout, are invited, he 
added. 
"We've been working with the media and word-of-mouth to try and 
locate these people," Bender said. "We need to get hold of them any 
way we can. 
Bender said about 15 former Eagle Scouts have been located 
among the University faculty, and another two or three students 
have been identified as former scouts. 
"When people take the Eagle Scout oath, one of the parts of it is 
that they will always be involved in scouting," said Alpha Phi 
Omega member Angie Dieringer. "We are just trying to help them 
fulfill that oath." 
Former scouts should contact Bender or professor emeritus Wil- 
liam Jackson for more information. 
Lithuania  
D Continued from page 1. 
kitchens in Lithuania. But word 
supplies were being cut caused 
concern among Lithuanians, 
who flooded the Lithuanian 
government with phone calls. 
Officials in Lithuania said 
they were told of the reduction in 
a  telegram  from  the  Soviet 
Union's gas network. There was 
no official announcement from 
Moscow. 
President Mikhail Gorbachev 
on Friday gave Lithuania 48 
hours to repeal several laws 
backing its March 11 declaration 
of independence. He said if Lith- 
uania refused, the Kremlin 
would impose an embargo of 
goods that it exports for hard 
currency. 
A telegram sent to Lithuania's 
gas  authority   Tuesday   said: 
Implementing the orders of the 
government of the Soviet Union 
and those of the state gas con- 
cern ... supplies of natural gas to 
the Lithuanian Soviet Socialist 
Republic will be sharply re- 
duced from the 17th of April." 
COUPON COUPON COUPON 
FREE 
DESSERT 
with purchase of any 
full erica Pasta Dinner 
& this coupon 
FREE 
Qt. of Coke 
with *ie PLrcrjse of 
any 21* S^ 
& this coupon 
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 
1515 E. Wooster 
NEXT TO CAMPUS 
Now Leasing 
for Summer & Fall 
- 2 bedroom furnished 
apartments 
- Laundry facilities in each 
building 
- Includes membership to 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
CALL 352-9378 TODAY 
Preferred Properties 835 High Stj 
1990 
B6SU Earth Day Celebration April 18 
DISPLAY YOUR TALENTS, BE A 
PRE-REG VOLUNTEER! 





DISCUSSION  FACILITATOR 
EVENING ENTERTAINMENT USHER 
WE CARE BOOTH STAFF PERSON 
Compensation includes a meal lor each day worked! 
Sign up in 405 
Student Services 




THE COUSTEAU SOCIETY 
Date: Thursday, April 19 The lecture will entail a 
uniqu summary of the 
threats to the global 
oceans.   The presentation 
will include a slide show 
and a question and answer 
session. 
Time: 8:00 p.m. 
Admission: *1.00 
Location: Kobacher Hall in 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
uno  uno  uno  uno  uno  uno  uno  uno 
Help Celebrate 
Earth Day 
April 19th & April 20th 
EARTH DAY BOOK FAIR 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT SERVICES BLDG. 
M - Frl. 8 • 3 Sat. 9 ■ 3 
Stop by our display at 
the Union Oval April 
18th from 9 - 3 
- 
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Group brings history to life 
by Dorcas Nyakana 
reporter 
Fighting can be fun as some students discovered when they at- 
tended an open session given by the Society for Creative Anachron- 
ism last Thursday. 
"We promote the fun and safe aspects of the Middle Ages" said 
John Leland, a part-time English instructor and faculty adviser of 
the club. 
The S.C.A. is a non-profit organization started in 1966 at Berkeley, 
Calif, and its purpose is to re-create some aspects of the Middle 
Ages. 
Since its beginning, branches in several Asian and European coun- 
tries have been started and it has become very popular, said Alan 
Lawicki, senior visual communications technology major and a 
member of the national society. 
Being as authentic as possible, the club has mock duels, with par- 
ticipants wearing steel armor and using swords made of rattan. In 
addition to this, medieval jewelry ana calligraphy are made and 
even occasional feasts (revels) are organized "Learning about his- 
tory is fun when you can experience it for yourself," Lawicki said. 
The society was introduced to the University at the beginning of 
last summer. During this short period, the number of members has 
increased. 
It emphasizes tournament fights on foot with the use of various 
mock weapons and take place every weekend. 
The tournaments are not dangerous and no one has been injured, 
however as a precaution, "Participants who wish to fight nationally 
are required to sign a waiver," Leland said. 
Students can attend the regular gatherings every Thursday at 7:30 
p.m. on the second floor of Anderson Arena. 
Culture  
D Continued from page 1. 
students a chance to gain under- 
standing about each other. 
"Students graduating today 
don't deal with (cultural) differ- 
ences properly," he said. "(The 
differences) are met with anger. 
"(Graduates) are capable of 
filling out ledger books, but are 
incapable of relating to other 
people," Tantash said. 
Faculty Senators raised ques- 
tions concerning the possible 
necessity of using graduate as- 
sistants and part-tune instruc- 
tors to teach the courses. 
Poll  
D Continued from page 1. 
The poll shows: 
DOne of three have voted for a 
candidate specifically because 
of the candidate's environmen- 
tal stand. 
GAlmost three of four recycle 
newspapers, bottles or cans. 
DEight of 10 cut back on heat 
or air conditioning. 
Still, old habits die hard. 
Nearly half said they tend to by- 
pass organic foods; just as 
many reach for a paper towel 
instead of a sponge. Plus, about 
half said they love plastic wrap. 
But people believe one person 
can make a difference. 
"I do little things ... We re-use 
bags. We buy organically grown 
food a lot/' said Christopher 
Kiley, 43, an architect in New- 
ton, Mass., who added that steps 
must be taken to stop toxic 
waste and air pollution or "our 
way of life is going to eventually 
destroy everything." 
"Of the 110 sections within the 
cultural diversity component, 
over 85 percent are presently be- 
ing taught by full-time faculty," 
he said. 
Cost of the program annually 
has been estimated at $23,900. A 
chair and coordinator position 
will cost $23,900 with $2,000 used 
Peeping  
a Continued from page 1. 
first floor Ashley said, "This is a 
very serious incident and we're 
trying to take care of it in our 
own building." 
Residence Life officials re- 
fused to comment on the situa- 
tion. 
Two residents of Ashley said 
they were the only students stay- 
ing on their floor Sunday. At 
about 11 a.m., the two were 
for operating costs, according to 
a report by the Committee on 
Cultural Diversity in the United 
States. 
Hidden costs arising from the 
growth of the program and from 
a large number of faculty be- 
coming involved will not be a 
problem. 
showering at the same time 
when one said she heard noise in 
another stall. 
"I heard something in the 
shower next to me, but didn't 
think much about it," she said. 
"I felt my curtain brush against 
me and turned around and I saw 
him leaving the shower area." 
The resident said she did not 
call the police, but officers ar- 
rived about 20 minutes later and 
questioned her about the man. 
BG's Oldest and Finest 
Pizzeria 
$1 OFF ANY PIZZA 
pBgP** 
Free Delivery        352-5166 
Mandela  
D Continued from page 1. 
Mandela currently has been 
emphasizing   a   system   of 
government which would spell 
le end of the white minority 
rule in South Africa — where 
only IS percent of population is 
In a speech immediately fol- 
lowing his release from prison, 
Mandela said, "Universal suf- 
ferage on a common voters roll 
in a united, democratic and non- 
racial South Africa is the only 
way to peace and racial har- 
mony." 
Frazier has been compiling in- 
formation on Mandela for the 
degree nomination since last 
summer. 
"This (nomination) is some- 
thing I've had in mind since be- 
fore I entered office," he said. 
"And with his recent release 
from prison, I thought the nomi- 
nation was very timely." 
Defeat in Faculty Senate is not 
the final say in the matter, 
Frazer said. 
"I would be somewhat disap- 
pointed but not devastated," lie 
said. "For it to get knocked 
down only means we have to 
work harder." 
<Sf|e 8(6 Nona: flour source for campus news 
-*S*SSSS*«>»*' 
NAME THE NEW CAMPUS HOTLINE 
CONTEST 
PRIZE will be awarded to the winner! 
The purpose of the Hotline is to anonymously 
inform University Police of crimes that are 
happening or that have previously 
occurred on campus. 
Sponsored by IBM & University Police Crime Prevention 
Wet Paint BG News/Jay Murdock 
University employee Liz Cotterman paints part of the main lobby 
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CLASSi    FRESHMAN    SOPHMORE    JUNIOR    SENIOR    OTHER 
SUGGESTED HOTLINE NAME 
DUEi APRIL 23rd by 2:00 pm in 104 Common! (Police Department) 
WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED FRIDAY APRIL 27th 1900. 
ATTENTION! 
ALL STUDENTS LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB 
WORK AT BLOSSOM MUSIC CENTER 
ENJOY A SUMMER FULL OF MUSIC. 
Positions available include Ushers, Ticket Takers, Parking 
Attendants, Grounds Maintenance. Part-time and full-time 
hours available for both days and evenings. Season begins end 
of May. Open Interviews will be held at Blossom Music Center 
April 21st and 22nd between 10:00 AM and 4:00 PM. 
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL 
Court evicts Jews from Old City 
JERUSALEM (AP) — A Jerusalem District Court panel on Tues- 
day upheld an order to evict ISO Jewish settlers from the Arab Chris- 
tian quarter of the Old City, fueling anti-Israeli protests. 
The settlers immediately appealed the decision. 
Several dozen Palestinian women and masked youths demon- 
strated inside the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, venerated as the 
site of Christ's burial and regarded by many as Christianity's holiest 
shrine. 
Visiting pilgrims and tourists stared as 40 to 50 protesters waved 
Palestinian flags and chanted "PLO! PLO!" and "Israel no! Pales- 
tine yes!'' inside the dark church. 
It was the first time Arabs had staged a protest inside the church 
since the Palestinian uprising against Israeli occupation of the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip began 28 months ago. 
A week ago, the ultra-Orthodox Jews moved into a 72-room com- 
5lex near the church under heavy police guard, saying they wanted 
> establish a Jewish presence in the Christian quarter for the first 
time since 1936. 
The Greek Orthodox Church, which owns the property, said a ten- 
ant in the four 100-year-old buildings illegally worked out a lease 
with the Jews. The church sued to have the Jewish settlers removed. 
Court denies religious drug use 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court said Tuesday there is 
no constitutional right to take illegal drugs, such as peyote, for reli- 
gious reasons. 
Dissenting justices said the 6-3 ruling permits religious oppression 
of Native Americans and perhaps others with unorthodox views. 
The court ruled Oregon officials may deny unemployment benefits 
to two fired drug counselors who took small amounts of peyote, a 
cactus "button" containing the hallucinogen mescaline, in Native 
American religious ceremonies. 
Justice Antonin Scalia, writing for the court, said it "would be 
courting anarchy" to let a few do what is illegal for everyone else. 
"We nave never held that an individual's religious beliefs excuse 
him from compliance with an otherwise valid law prohibiting the 
conduct that the state is free to regulate," he said. 
But Scalia said states may allow religious use of illegal drugs. 
In fact, many states and the federal government already permit 
use of peyote in religious ceremonies. 
Justice Harry Blackmun wrote a stinging dissent that said the 
court reduced religious freedom for Native Americans to "an unful- 
filled and hollow promise." 
STATE / LOCAL 
Cat protesters rally in Cleveland 
CLEVELAND (AP) — A representative of an animal rights group 
said Tuesday it will picket a hospital next week for its use of live cats 
in a program that has trained 700 nurses to insert tubes down in- 
fants windpipes. 
"We don t feel that this is a good use of animals," said Dr. Eli- 
zabeth Bujack, a Kent orthodontist who is organizing the protest by 
Network for Ohio Animal Action. 
She expects about 50 group members will picket MetroHealth 
Medical Center in Cleveland on April 28, in observation of World 
Laboratory Animal Liberation Week, a national observance that 
runs the last week of April. 
Network for Ohio Animal Action is based in Cleveland and has 
nearly 3,000 members, although many are not active, Bujack said. 
Most of the members are from Northeast Ohio. 
Live cats are used at the hospital to train student nurses in how to 
insert breathing tubes in newborns. The procedure involves pushing 
a flexible tube down the baby's throat, between the vocal chords and 
into the trachea. 
The cats are anesthetized first, said Dr. John Moore, director of 
MetroHealth's newborn intensive care unit. After the procedure, the 
cat is killed with a shot of phenobarbital before the anesthetic wears 
off, he said. 
LA gangster to be tried in Cincy 
CINCINNATI (AP) — A reputed Los Angeles gang member await- 
ing trial on charges that he established a Cincinnati-based regional 
cocaine trafficking operation was "a heavy hitter," a federal agent 
said Tuesday. 
Ricky Ross, 30, is being transported from Los Angeles and could 
appear next week in U.S. District Court in Cincinnati prior to facing 
trial this summer on charges of conspiracy to distribute cocaine, as- 
sistant U.S. attorney William Hunt said. If convicted, Ross could 
face maximum punishment of a life term in prison and $4 million in 
fines, Hunt said. 
Ross, said by police to be a member of the Los Angeles-based 
Crips street gang, is believed to have $11 million in cash and prop- 
erty that he obtained as proceeds from drug sales, said Herbert 
Warren, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration's Cincinnati 
agent in charge. Ross came to Cincinnati in 1987 and had established 
a major Midwest cocaine distribution center in the city before he re- 
turned to California in 1989, federal authorities said. 
"He was a heavy hitter," Warren said. 
Federal authorities allege Ross, arrested Nov. 30 in Los Angeles, 
recruited Los Angeles gang members to Cincinnati to sell drugs. 
PEOPLE 
Rights activist Abernathy dead 
ATLANTA (AP) — The Rev. Ralph David Abernathy, who created 
the civil rights movement with Martin Lather King Jr. but decades 
later enraged the slain leader's supporters by writing about his al- 
leged infidelity, died Tuesday. 
Abernathy, who had cradled the fallen King's bloodied head after 
he was struck down by a bullet in 1968, was 64. 
Abernathy's heart stopped while he was being prepared for a lung 
scan at Crawford Long Hospital, said hospital spokeswoman Tisha 
Burland. 
' 'What thev were trying to do was detect if there was a blood clot in 
the lungs... but they never got to see," Burland said. 
Abernathy was taken to an operating room, but he was pro- 
nounced dead there at 12:10 p.m. before doctors could begin emer- 
gency life support surgery, she said. 
Burland quoted Dr. Kenneth Scheidt, a nuclear medicine special- 
ist who was present for the scheduled lung scan, as saying the test 
never began and could not have contributed to Abernathy's death. 
Abernathy had been in the hospital since last month for treatment 
of a sodium deficiency. He had suffered strokes in 1983 and 1986. 
Abernathy spent his last months under bitter criticism from his 
colleagues tor passages in his 1989 autobiography, "And The Walls 
Came Tumbling Down." He wrote King had spent time with two 
women and had a violent argument with one in the 24 hours before 
his 1968 assassination. 
But the Rev. Joseph Lowery, who succeeded Abernathy as presi- 
dent of the Southern Christian Leadership Council, described Aber- 
nathy on Tuesday as "a faithful servant of the cause of liberty and 
justice." 
"I extend my love and support to his family," he said. 
King's son, Fulton County Commissioner Martin Luther King DJ, 
called Abernathy's death "a very tragic loss to our nation." 
Lukens may sue Spy magazine 
COLUMBUS, (AP) — U.S. Rep. Donald Lukens is considering su- 
ingSpy magazine because of a story in its May edition about his al- 
leged encounter with two female writers in a Capitol Hill bar, a Lu- 
kens spokesman said. 
The story in the irreverent publication's May edition, by Andrea 
Rider and Elissa Schappell, claimed Lukens. R-Ohio, made racial 
remarks about U.S. Rep.Gus Hawkins, D-California, who is black. 
The nine-paragraph article is one of several contained in a section 
focusing on Washington, D.C. entitled "Mr. Smith Goes to Washing- 
ton and Fondles Anything That Moves." 
The story about Lukens, under the subtitle "When the Hunter Gets 
Captured by the Game," is billed as a "candid, unsolicited conversa- 
tion with Buzz Lukens, Congress's only convicted sex offender." 
Lukens was convicted last May in Columbus of contributing to the 
unruliness of a minor, a misdemeanor. The case stemmed from 
charges Lukens had sex with a 16-year-old girl in November 1988. He 
was sentenced to 30 days in jail, but is free on bond while the convic- 
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$30&F $50&F KXJftF 
10K Gold 14K Gold 18K Gold 
Greatest Savings Ever on your B.G. 
Ring from HerffJones.   2 Big Days, April 17 
& 18 at the BEE GEE Bookstore 
1424 E. Wooster St. 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
$25.00 Deposit Required 
353-2252 
THE ARRANGEMENT 
Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers 
WE'D LOVE TO 
GET SNIPPY 
WITH YOU 
Your hairstyle makes a 
personal statement. And if 
that statement is "tired" 
and "boring," the cut's 
the thing) Come in today 
for a hair fashion update. 
You may be just snips 
away from an exciting 
glamour style, power 
look, or fuss-free fun. 
Expect the best! Your hair 
will be in optimal con- 
dition because we use 
Redken products-the 
RECEIVE a FREE $14 GIFT    ve,v ***' <n *>* ca,e 
of REDKEN PRODUCTS R£,DKEN 
at the time of your appointment 
for a perm or color service AMBASSADOR SALON 
while supplies last.   Expires 5/2/90 
352-4101 118 S. Main 352-4143 
TIME IS RUNNING OUT 
There Are Still Openings At... 
• Campbell Hill Apartments 
• East Merry Avenue Apartments 
• Field Manor Apartments 
• Buff Apartments 









Jim, Mike C, Pete, Mike O., 
Chris, Dave, Tim, Jeff M., Mike 
K., Jason, Cliff, Jeff M., and 
Wisconsin Eric 
TDA • BETA on the Brain • Can't touch 
this • Hammertime • No Sleep 'til BETA • 
You got it and BETAS we want it. 
BETA DATES: 
Best date party EVER. WOW! 
Incredible.  Thanks! 
Love - Your Chi-O dates: 
Shannon, Traci, Jessica, Jill, 
Allie, Christine, Terri, Stephanie, 
Beth, Julie, Cheri, Sarah, and Kim. 
P.S. "There were a lot of BETAS 
at that CHI OMEGA date party." 
Beta Chi O Beta Chi O Beta Chi O Beta Chi O 
April it, mo 
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Arts 
Art exhibit sparks controversy 
by Michelle Banks 
staff writer 
CINCINNATI — Despite con- 
troversy about Robert Map- 
plethrope's work currently fea- 
tured at the Contemporary Arts 
Center, more than 25,000 people 
have flocked here since the April 
7 opening. 
■'The Perfect Moment" exhi- 
bit is a compilation of pho- 
tographs capturing aspects of 
American life through the lens 
of Mapplethorpe's camera. 
The imagery he is most noted 
for uses black male models, a 
female body builder and lush 
floral blooms. Haunting black 
and white protraits of Andy 
Warhol, Laurie Anderson, Don- 
ald Sutherland and Patti Smith 
also decorate the stark walls of 
the Contempoary Arts Center. 
A unique photographic tech- 
nique ot silver and platinum 
prints overlaid on paper or can- 
vas add an air of mystery to his 
work and give some of his sub- 
jects a bronze statue-like look. 
In his black nudes, Mappleth- 
orpe creates a luminous effect 
through the use of light. Viewers 
can see a spectra of skin tones 
ranging from light gray to deep 
ebony all in one painting. Also, 
the presentation of well-defined 
muscle tones prevails in these 
photos, as well as the rest of his 
figure studies. 
Classic portrayal of flowers — 
a predominant subject among 
the still lifes — is captured by a 
single bloom against either a 
black background or a vibrantly 
colored one. The sensuality 
emulated offers a glimpse into 
nature's fragile beauty. In addi- 
tion, meticulous detail in texture 
offers a close-up view of the 
flower's veins, folds and hairs. 
Not all the images presented 
in "The Perfect Moment" are so 
eloquent, however. 
The works in the XYZ series of 
the exhibit are causing public 
fervor because this photo group- 
ing, displayed inside a glass- 
topped table, deals with graphic 
images of homoerotic and sado- 
masochistic sex. 
Irises 
Courtesy of the Institute of Contemporary Art. University of Penn- 
sylvania. 
Among these images include: 
a man urinating in another 
man's mouth, a naked black 
man wearing a Ku Klux Klan 
hood and a black man's arm in- 
serted into a white man's anus. 
A documentary video shown in 
a separate room during the en- 
tire length of the exhibit offers 
insight about the artist and his 
work. Lisa Lyon, a model for 
Mapplethorpe, explained, 
"Robert was photographing 
what he lived." 
Additional photographs fea- 
turing naked children also have 
caused violent oppostion be- 
cause they violate Cincinnati's 
law concerning the use of a 
minor in nude-oriented materi- 
al. 
Off icals at the Center expect- 
ed heated debate over the pho- 
tographs, so they willingly gave 
up more than $290,000 in funding 
by the Cincinnati Institute of 
Fine Arts to "insulate them 
from any threats which would 
hurt all the arts in the area." 
Because of this, the Center 
charges a $4 entry fee to pay for 
the exhibit. A minimum age lim- 
it of 18 was also put on the exhi- 
bit. 
A women with a small child in 
a stroller was denied entrance to 
the exhibit by a guard Monday. 
"We just can t risk it," said 
the guard, who wished to remain 
anonymous. "Even though that 
small of a child would not even 
understand it (the exhibit), we 
can't afford to get in any more 
legal suits." 
The gallery already faces 
charges of pandering obscenity 
and the use of a minor in nudity- 
related material (both mis-, 
demeanors). If found guilty, the 
Center could be fined $10,000 and 
the director, Dennis Barrie, 
could be jailed for one year with 
a $2,000 fine. 
Barrie was unavailable for 
comment but in the gallery's 
newsletter, he stated he did not 
regret the decision to bring the 
exhibit to the city. 
"I, for one, feel the time, 
effort and courage spent to bring 
□ See Art, page 8. 
To get Smith's Dairy 
products any fresher, 
you'd have to use these. 
To make it 
easier, just use this. 
Why fuss with the 
old milking pail? At Smith 
Dairy, freshness is some- 
thing we work at all year 
long. National Dairy 
Month included. You can 
really taste what we mean, 
in every Smith's product 
you buy. 
After all, we're the 
Dairy in the Country. 
Where freshness is a way 
of life. So whenever you 
see the Smith's name, you 
and your family can always 
be sure you're getting the 
highest quality dairy prod- 
ucts around. 
10* Save 10
c on any 
half-gallon 
or 16 oz. size 
SMITH'S dairy product. 
only on purchase of Smilh Dairy product* lined. Not valid if transferred, exchanged 




. nohuanifetrable, and may not be repn.. 
Expiration Date: August 31,1990 
where prohibited, (axed, restricted. Of Itcenie required. 
Q$ SMITH'S 
<■■■**, THE DAIRY IN THE COUNTRY 
Ken and Tyler 





"The Best in Live Rock-n-Roll" 
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week 
Wednesday Thursday Friday and 
College ID. Ladies' Night Saturday 
Night no cover for the reduced 
free admission ladies cover 
with valid I.D. before 9:00 
BUSCH BY p.m. 
THE BUCKET 
This Week: Destiney 
Happy Hour Every Night from 8:00 - 9:00 p.m. 
Byrnegate Plaza 
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311 
Prank calls are no joke 
'Fashion pollster David' making BG residents worry 
by John Kohlstrand 
city writer 
Bowling Green police receive 
complaints about prank or ob- 
scene phone calls every day but 
one case in particular seems to 
occur again and again. 
A man calling himself David 
has been calling area phone 
numbers claiming to be doing a 
University of Toledo fashion 
survey. 
Usually he asks a few seem- 
ingly innocent questions and 
then turns the discussion to un- 
derwear or pantyhose. Inevita- 
bly, the discussion turns ob- 
scene. 
David has been making such 
calls since last fall, and his an- 
tics have worried more than 10 
city residents enough to call 
Emce since January, including 
niversity student Beth Kief- 
ner. 
"The first time it happened, I 
thought it was kind of funny," 
Kiefner said. "The second time I 
thought 'Wait, maybe this isn't 
so funny. Maybe he has our 
number." 
Kiefner did not call the police 
until the second incident be- 
cause something about the call 
concerned her, she said. 
"It was really weird the ques- 
tions he was asking. He really 
freaked my roommates out, 
she said. 
"David" has called enough 
residents to become a recurring 
name in police records, but 
there is a limit to what police 
can do about him or most har- 
assing or obscene phone callers, 
according to Bowling Green Lt. 
Bill Fox, who handles all the 
police station's phone com- 
plaints. 
When an obscene or threaten- 
ing phone call is reported, police 
involvement usually ends after 
they file a report and recom- 
mend the toll free GTE Nui- 
sance Call Bureau number to 
use if the problem continues, 
Fox said. 
At this point, it is up to victims 
to pursue the protection of their 
harassers, Fox said. 
Those intent on catching the 
prankster must be prepared to 
be patient while the phone is be- 
ing tapped and hope he or she 
confesses, Fox saidt 
NCB begins the hunt for phone 
pranksters by tracing all in- 
coming calls on the victim's 
phone during a set period. Resi- 
dents can ask for such a trace by 
requesting an application from 
NCB. 
After the form is completed, 
approved by the local police and 
sent back to NCB by the police, a 
trace is put on the victim's 
phone for a couple of weeks. 
Afterward, NCB sends a re- 
port back to the police which 
compiles  the  location  of the 
Cnes from which the victim 
been called. NCB only re- 
cords phone numbers — they 
have no way of knowing who the 
caller is — so pinning a phone 
call to a specific person is diffi- 
cult, Fox said. 
"It's pretty hard to prove un- 
less there's an admission of 
guilt," Fox said. "Usually the 
story we get is 'It's my phone 
but anybody could have 
called."' 
NCB can use voice prints from 
the tracing period as evidence, 
but these are not conclusive, 
Fox said. 
"Any good attorney is going to 
say 'Couldn't it have been Rich 
Little?"' Fox said. 
Usually police will go to the 
residence where the call origin- 
ated from and discuss the mat- 
ter with the persons there, Fox 
said. While prosecution is not 
always possible, a visit may 
help the situation, Fox said. 
"A lot of times by talking to 
the caller it will end the prob- 
lem," Fox said. "They figure 
out that you are on to them. 
Even narrowing the phone call 
to a home is not always possible, 
Fox said. Many pranksters use 
pay phones to avoid such de- 
tection, he said. 
Fox recalled one instance 
when a phone company em- 
"It's pretty hard to 
prove unless 
there's an 
admission of guilt. 
Usually the story 
we get is 'It's my 
phone, but anybody 
could have called."' 
-Lt. Bill Fox, Bowling 
Green Police Division 
ployee was actually climbing 
telephone poles and using an 'al- 
ligator cup' to tap into phone 
lines. 
Police were mystified until 
Fox watched the employee 
climb phone poles while he 
received complaints of phone 
pranks at the same time. 
"I finally got a search warrant 
to his truck and he had a list of 
phone numbers he had called," 
Fox recalled. 
The phone company employee 
was prosecuted for the incident. 
But many others are not — de- 
spite stiff federal and state laws 
requiring fines and/or impr- 
isonment of offenders. 
Kiefner said her reception 
from the police may have Deen 
as disgruntling as the call itself. 
She said she expected more ac- 
tion than she got. 
"They reauy didn't say any- 
thing to us," she said. "They 
took the report and said 'We've 
had a lot of those.' 
"I expected something to be 
done," she said. 
Fox said in an extreme emer- 
gency, he can call NCB for an 
on-the-spot phone trace even 
though the trace probably will 
not be completed. 
Six obscene phone calls to the 
Children's Resource Center, 
1045 Klotz Road, demonstrated 
this last Thursday. An employee 
there kept a caller on the line for 
45 minutes, but the trace was not 
completed in time, police re- 
cords stated. 
The future may bring a new 
weapon for the regular victims 
of phone pranks. Fox said. A 
new option which displays the 
phone number of the caller be- 
fore the receiver is picked up 
may help catch some pranksters 
and make the remaining ones 
more wary. 
However, a representative for 
GTE said these phones are not 
available in this state because 
they have not been approved by 
the Public Utilities Commission 
of Ohio, yet. 
Until then, the victim of a 
phone prank has options other 
than the police. Fox said report- 
ing prank calls to the police is 
not always the most practical 
thing to do. 
"Unless it's threatening, your 
best bet is to change your num- 
ber or put up with it," he ad- 
vised. As soon as you realize 
something is wrong, just hang 
up." 
This alternative may not work 
for people who conduct a great 
deal of business over the phone 
and need to keep the same num- 
ber, he admitted. 
Many of the phone calls that 
can haunt a person may actually 
be harmless, Fox said. 
"I think a lot of it is that kids 
are bored, pull (a number) out 
of a hat and it's a female. Then 
it's fun and games," Fox said. 
And even in cases where the 
caller knows the person who is 
being called, it may be a simple 
method of revenge, he said. 
"Sometimes people make 
these calls for sexual gratifica- 
tion, but more often people 
make these calls to get back at 
someone," he said. 
Phone prank victims some- 
times craft their own solutions 
to the nuisance, Fox said. He re- 
called one woman who returned 
thejoke. 
The caller "started in really 
obscene and she gave it right 
back to him," he said. "That 
ended it." 
'Hike for Homeless' 
to stop in BG Friday 
by Brenda VanSise 
city writer 
Two Columbus women hik- 
ing 1,180 miles across Ohio in 
support of the state's homeless 
will stop in Bowling Green this 
weekend to spark local aware- 
ness. 
Teresa Devitt, 27, and Tina 
Marinacci, 24, are in the 
middle of the 74-day trek: 
"The Journey Back: Hike for 
the Homeless." 
They are hoping their effort 
will stress the need for more 
affordable housing, according 
to Jackie Dubler, an organizer 
for the hike in Bowling Green. 
"Many people who live in 
rural areas deny that 
homelessness even exists," 
said Lisa Podolski, of the Ohio 
Coalition for the Homeless. 
"The hike is a way to make 
people realize that there are 
homeless people in every 
community. 
"Some of them may not be 
actually walking the streets, 
but they are living in such 
places as barns, cars, or 
sheds," she said. 
The largest growing group of 
homeless people are families, 
she said. 
"People who have never suf- 
fered living in the ranks of 
poverty before are now unable 
to afford housing because of a 
divorce or a lost job," she said. 
The idea for the hike de- 
veloped last November from 
Devitt, a licensed social work- 
er, who was working with the 
homeless in her job. She be- 
lieved the walk would be a 
excellent way to draw atten- 
tion to the problem, said Leslie 
Fields, a local promoter of the 
hike. 
Devitt turned her idea into 
reality when she quit her job 
and asked Marinacci, a florist, 
to join her, Fields said. 
Corporate sponsors were so- 
licited for the hike, but their 
plea was coolly received. 
"The response rate from 
corporations was lower than 
expected," Podolski said. The 
women have raised $4,000 
toward their goal of $25,000. 
The women did, however, 
receive a lot of support from 
organizations such as the 
Jaycees, churches, schools 
and community governments. 
"They were wonderful and 
provided the women with lodg- 
ing and food for the walk," Po- 
dolski said. 
Devitt and Marinacci kicked 
off their hike on March 4 in 
Pickerington, O. They travel 
seven days each week and 
average anywhere from three 
to 26 miles each day, Podolski 
said. 
The women will arrive at the 
Woodland Mall on Friday 
around 7 p.m. The local chap- 
ter of the Jaycees will provide 
them with a meal and a local 
church, St. Thomas More, will 
provide them with lodging, 
Dubler said. 
The women will deliver a 
one-hour presentation to the 
Eublic 9 a.m. Saturday at the 
ity Administrative Services 
Building, 304 N. Church St. 
Free coffee and doughnuts will 
be provided for the public by 
the Bowling Green Jaycees. 
"Everyone in the communi- 
ty is asked to support the hike 
in one way or another," Podol- 
ski said. All funds raised will 
go directly to support services 
for the homeless. 
One way to show support is 
to join the women on the next 
leg of their hike to North Bal- 
timore, Podolski said. 
"The women enjoy talking to 
people, and any donations 
would be greatly appreci- 
ated," she said. 
Pledge sheets for walkers 
are available from the Cham- 
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Johnny Depp 
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Death Warrant 
Latino Student Union 
Congratulations to the newly 
elected executive officers 
for 1990-91: 
President • Aida Idiaquez 
Vice President - Monica VanCant 
Secretary - Maylin Lorenzo 
Treasury - Jaime Avalos 
Come join us for the last meeting 
of the year at the second floor of 
Student Services Bldg. at 7:30 pm. 
All are Welcome! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS 
(TOO MANY TO LIST) 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
■■■■■■■■»■»i     L^ 
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Ovarian cancer not 
so fatal, study shows 
by Dan Sperling 
USAToday-CIN 
WASHINGTON — Women who get proper 
treatment for early ovarian cancer have a 
much better chance of surviving the disease 
than previously believed, said a study to be pub- 
lished Thursday in the New England Journal of 
Medicine. ,   „ 
And many of these women don t need any 
treatment beyond surgery. 
The fourth most-common form of the disease 
among women — after cancer of the lung, 
breast and colon — ovarian cancer strikes 
about 20,000 women each year in the United 
States and kills 11,000. 
At highest risk are women between 45 and 65, 
those who have never had children or had trou- 
ble getting pregnant, and those with a family 
history of the disease. 
Dr. Robert Young of the Fox Chase Cancer 
Center in Philadelphia and colleagues studied 
222 patients with ovarian cancer and in 81 
patients with mild tumors confined to the ovar- 
ies, five-year survival was about 95 percent, re- 
gardless of whether they received chemother- 
apy in addition to surgery. 
Previously published survival rates ranged 
from 50 percent to 70 percent, Young said. 
For such women, he said, surgery alone is 
sufficient treatment. Until now, most patients 
have routinely received some sort of chemoth- 
erapy in addition to surgery. 
Trie 141 patients with tumors that had spread 
beyond the ovaries but were still confined to the 
pelvic area were given either oral chemother- 
apy or a one-time injection of a radioactive 
chemical. 
Among these patients, the five-year survival 
was about 80 percent for both forms of treat- 
ment — compared with previously published 
rates ranging from 38 percent to 60 percent. 
But since the injection is easier to give, has 
fewer side effects and does not cause leukemia 
— as does chemotherapy — it is "the preferred 
treatment," Young said. 
About one-third of all ovarian cancer cases 
fall within the two kinds of groups studied, he 
said. 
The study is the best and largest to date to 
look at the best way to treat the disease, Young 
said. 
Food labels debated 
FDA withdraws support from Heart Association proposal 
by Paul Overbcrg 
USA Todya-CIN 
SUNDANCE 
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WASHINGTON - For two 
years, confused supermarket 
shoppers have been forced to 
run a gauntlet of conflicting 
health and nutrition claims as 
manufacturers rushed to exploit 
relaxed federal food labeling 
rules. 
Faced with mounting com- 
?taints from many sides, the 
ood and Drug Administration 
recently retreated significantly 
from its 1987 decision to allow 
specific health claims on food 
labels. 
With the respected American 
Heart Association on the brink 
of a controversial program to 
give its stamp of approval to 
certain foods, James Benson, 
the acting head of the FDA de- 
clared his "serious reserva- 
tions." 
In a stunning letter to presi- 
dent Myron Weisfeldt, Benson 
urged the heart association to 
"join with the FDA and other 
Eoups in our current initiative 
develop a comprehensive re- 
vision of the food label." 
While the government cannot 
block HeartGuide's debut, the 
FDA's power to bring legal ac- 
tion, as well as Benson's concern 
that consumers will be further 
confused, have cast a cloud over 
the program. 
In seeking to overhaul its 
labeling rules, the FDA has been 
slogging through a quagmire. 
The signal by Benson that the 
government is displeased with 
HeartGuide is a clear indication 
the process is being accelerated, 
with major changes expected 
over the next year. 
The confusing thicket of food 
labels has resulted in such 
anomalies as "cholesterol-free" 
claims on products loaded with 
saturated fats, and oat bran 
added to pie shells and potato 
chips. 
"Lots of times you have to 
make a mess before you can 
move ahead," said Lynne 
Brown, a professor of food sci- 
ence at Penn State University 
who joined wide applause for the 
FDA s new resolve. 
For fees ranging from $15,000 
to $640,000, the heart association 
has proposed rating fat, satu- 
rated fat, cholesterol and so- 
dium content based on secret 
criteria. 
In return for the HeartGuide 
seal of approval, manufacturers 
must provide a label detailing 
nutritional content, and keep de- 
tails of the program secret. 
Their fees would pay for a toll- 
free consumer information 
number and supermarket pam- 
phlets. 
Spokeswoman Jamy Poth said 
despite Benson's warning, the 
debut of the first 100 endorsed 
Cxiucts proceeded as planned, 
beled versions appeared on 
shelves in February or March. 
The first four categories 
covered by the seal are crack- 
ers, oils and shortenings, mar- 
garines and spreads, and 
canned and frozen vegetables. 
Some of the biggest manufac- 
turers in each category have 
shunned the program. 
Poth said although the asso- 
ciation was "very disappointed" 
by the FDA's move, it would 
continue accepting applications 
for a second group of products. 
She said the group still wants to 
help consumers "cut through 
the clutter of misinformation. 
HOWARD'S club H 
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D Continued from page 1. 
the president's promises and his 
policies. 
"It's nice that he says he's the 
environment president," said 
Earth Day founder Gaylord Nel- 
son, a former senator from Wis- 
consin. "But the jury is still 
out." 
The opposite fear is true of the 
business community  — from 
coal to chemicals. It worries 
that the soon-to-be-passed clean 
air bill Bush is brokering with 
Senate Majority Leader George 
Mitchell of Maine will erode 
profits with expensive pollution 
controls. 
"I don't think the legislation 
as it stands takes into account at 
all the human misery that will 
come with the job losses it prom- 
ises." said National Coal Asso- 
ciation spokesman John Gras- 
ser. 
Bush's report card shows 
average to poor grades on most 
of the key environmental issues, 
according to a U.S. News and 
World Report poll of conserva- 
tionists and business leaders 
published in March. 
Art  
□ Continued from page 6. 
'The Perfect Moment' to Cincin- 
nati was worth it ...," he said. 
"It is a show which deserves to 
be seen." 
And seen it was, as curious 
and sometimes irate viewers 
came out in droves. 
Derrick Smith, a sophomore 
computer programming major 
Monday, April 30, 1990 
The BG News 
11,200 copies distributed & kept at all regular locations 
214 West Hall Tabloid Format 372-2601 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: Thursday. April 19, 1990 
A Finals Week Special Edition 
■ Regular news section update 
■ Handling exams - reducing stress 
■ What to do between exams 
■ Eating on a limited year-end budget 
■ Moving out - how to keep your security deposits 
■ Commemorative capsule for graduating seniors 
■ Restaurant guide for graduation celebrations^ 
■ Life after graduation 
■ Classified Section ■ 
at the University of Cincinnati 
attended the exhibit to voice his 
discontent against the conserva- 
tive opposition. 
"I'm here to put my $4 (the 
cost of the exhibit) in to protest 
against the whole conservative 
issue," he said "This is not real- 
ly offensive — just different 
from what the people in Cincin- 
nati are use to.'' 
Other gallery-goers came 
simply out of curiosity. 
"I really don't see what all the 
controversy is about — all the 
hype about it lust doesn't seem 
worth it," said Rick Schieder, a 
resident of Cincinnati. 
"You could go to the Cincy Art 
museum and see the stuff of bas- 
ically the same caliber," he 
said. 
University   student   Wendy 
King, a sophomore English 
major, drove from Bowling 
Green just to see the exhibit. 
King said she did not find the 
exhibit personally offensive, but 
she could see why other people 
would. 
"That does not give them the 
right to prevent other people 
from seeing the exhibit, she 
said. 
In one of his final interviews 
before his death of AIDS-related 
complication in March of 1989, 
Mappplethorpe said it was not 
his intention to offend people 
through his work. 
"I wasn't setting out to make a 
statement... but fm sure it says 
something." 
So is Cincinnati. 
An Associated Press report 
contributed to this story. 
WHO SAYS ALL 
GOOD THINGS 
MUST COME 
TO AN END. 
The NIKE Air Pegasus 90 for men and women. 
The latest version of the world's most 
popular running shoe. Same fit, same 
NIKE-AIR9. Proving once again that 
the more things change, the more they 
stay the same. "    '    " 
FALCON HOUSE 
SPORTING GOODS    - 
"y.~ JtikLtu SL. ~JS,~u M.~lr~i.~ J. B.Q." 
123 S. Main St., Downtown B.Q.  352-3610 
Across From Huntlngton Bank 
A ? A Open Dally 10-0 Sat. 10-5:30 Sun. 12-6 
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Wn the computer you need to 
succeed in the real world and a 
chance to use it there. 
It's easy. Just try our Real World Demo on 
a Macintosh* computer to enter Apples Real World 
Sweepstakes. 
If you're one of 14 Grand Prize winners, you'll 
get to spend a week this summer at the organiza- 
tion of your choice listed below, where you'll see 
Macintosh computers hard at work. And when you 
get home, use your own new Macintosh SE/30 
to write your resume and follow-up letters. 
There will also be 20 First Prize winners who 
will receive Macintosh SE computers and 1,000 
Second Prize winners who will get Apple* T-shirts. 
You really can't lose if you come in and get your 
hands on a Macintosh today. Because once you do, 
you'll see how easy it is to use and how much one could 
do for you now 
You'll appreciate die value of a Macintosh com- 
puter after you leave campus and head out into the 
real world, too. But don't take our word for it Come 
in and try a Macintosh and see for yourself. And if you 
win the Grand Prize, you'll be seeing 




lg organizations and a Macintosh computer Jtt 
Enter April 2nd - April 27th 
Stop by the MacFest today from 10 am - 3 pm in the 
Education Building Lobby or call 372-7724 
for more information 
See your Campus Computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations. 
© 1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
: 
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Split decision: BG, Kent trade wins 
by Mike Drabenstotl 
sports writer 
One step forward, one step back — it's become an unfashionable 
dance for the baseball team recently. 
And if the Falcons don't watch it, they're going to dosi-do them- 
selves toward another mediocre Mid-American Conference season. 
The most recent hoedown occurred Tuesday at Steller Field, as 
BG split its doubleheader with Kent State, losing to the Golden Fla- 
shes 5-2 after defeating them 4-3 in 12 innings. 
With the split, the Falcons maintained their even MAC record, 
now 5-5 (18-12 overall), while Kent's conference mark went to 6-3, 
17-10 overall. 
After winning the first game, BG coach Ed Plazter said he was 
disappointed with his team's inability to sweep the twinbill, a recur- 
ring problem this season. 
"It's in a game like that that you really have to make an effort to 
get over the hump," Platzer said. "If we re going to be a conference 
contender, you have to win two at some point." 
Part of Tuesday's problem, he added, was the Falcons' lack of in- 
tensity in the second game. 
"If the guys are happy with 5-5, then that's the way we'll play," he 
said. "But if we want to do (well), then we'll play hard in both 
games. I think that's the bottom line. 
While BG lacked intensity in game two, it also lacked consistent 
pitching. Starter Corey Ziehnski 12-11 struggled early, allowing five 
runs in two and a third innings of work. Likewise, reliever Dave 
Freese could not hold the Flashes, either, allowing three runs on six 
hits. 
Kent's Pat Rollins provided much of the damage, going 4-for-4 
with a pair of two-run home runs. Both homers were opposite-field 
blasts, aided by the gusting Bowling Green winds. 
"Coach (Danny Hill) said before the game to look for a pitch out- 
side you can drive and it will go if you get it up (into the wind)," Rol- 
lins said. "So after the first game I came over on the tee and worked 
on my outside pitch and started driving the ball better to right." 
Meanwhile, Golden Flash starter Bill Underwood (4-0) gave up 
two runs in five innings — a run-scoring single by Jason Welch in the 
first and a solo home run by Brian Koelling in the third, his fourth 
this season. Reliever Joe Crawford fanned five Falcons in the final 
two innings to hold the lead. 
"(Rollins) gave us the lead early, which I thought was impor- 
ant," Hill said. "Sometimes your club has the tendency to be down 
(after losing the first game). We were able keep the lead and not 
give them a chance to get back in the game." 
Though the Falcons took an early 2-0 lead in game one, pitching 
kept the dramatic game close throughout. Starters Greg Sharp (BG) 
and Brian Schubert pitched impressively into the extra innings be- 
fore being relieved. 
With the score knotted 3-3 in the 12th and Kent's Tom Kindler (1-2) 
□ See Split, page 13. 
< 
Courtesy ol The Key/Paul Vernon 
Kent State shortstop Jim Givens slaps the tag on Falcon catcher Rob  Kenndey and awaits the call from the umpire. Kennedy hit a game-tying 2 
out homer in the 11 th inning of game one. 
I 
MID AM MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
»are within walking distance to campus 
for Summer 1990 and Fall 1990-91 
•school year. 
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, 
i gas heat & water included, 






2 bedroom furnished, 9 month lease for $525 
unfurnished, 9 month lease for $470 
Resident Manager, 









Cavs counting on Ehlo 
JIM  VARNEY 
ErnestGoes 
to Jail G5u 
7:15 9:15 
This weeks Rock & Roll Filrr 
Bette Midler 
 "The Rose"  
April 2031 
Rocky Horror Picture Show 
At Midnight 
CLEVELAND (AP) — The 
Cleveland Cavaliers enter the 
stretch run of the NBA playoff 
chase with much of the load fall- 
ing on the shoulders of Craig 
Ehlo, who is learning what life is 
like as a starting guard. 
Until this season, the 6-foot-7 
veteran of seven NBA seasons 
was known as a role player off 
the bench who could provide a 
good   defensive   performance 
during limited game action. 
Offensively, he never aver- 
aged more than 7.4 points a 
game. 
But all that changed early this 
season when Cleveland traded 
high-scoring guard Ron Harper 
to the Los Angeles Clippers 
along with draft choices in re- 
turn for guard Reggie Williams 
and the contract rights to Danny 
Ferry,   who   is   playing   this 
"MYMRTTIME 
JOB AT UPS IS REALLY 
Pi 
"UPS is paying me almosl $10,000 
a year to get in the best shape ot my hie 
See, I work part-time sorting packages, 
about lour hours a day. Alter sitting in 
class all day. it feels good to get some ex- 
ercise It's like doing a couple ol hours in 
a gym—except you get paid to work out. 
"That's not the only advantage of 
working at UPS There are other bene- 
fits— like choosing your own work 
•chedule and getting paid holidays 
and vacations But if you re looking to 
shape up while adding weight to your 
wallet—try UPS Operations positions 
include loading, unloading, and sorting 
packages 
"If the whole student body worked at 
UPS, everybody would be in better 
shape— physically and financially." 
Students interested in year-round part- 
time positions should meet with Employ- 
ment Representatives Wednesday, 
4/18, from 10am-4pm on the 3rd floor 
of the Student Union In the Canal 
Room. An equal opportunity employer 
, 
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US. 
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COME HANG AT 
THE END OF OUR ROPES 












When:    April 21st 
Leave BG at 7:00 a.m.    f^^S   rC -^ 
Return by 3:30 p.m.       V -v^) r< .1^/ 
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Cost:   $23.00                           ^2==£=k 
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Sign up at the UAO Office Now! v,v.«, ,$ J i c= > 
O 3rd Floor Union. 
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season in Italy. 
Ehlo was thrust into a starting 
role and kept the job when Wil- 
liams was unimpressive and 
was released. 
He is expected to see his 61st 
starting assignment of this 
season Tuesday night against 
the Milwaukee Bucks, after 
starting just 36 games his pre- 
vious six seasons combined, and 
he has averaged 13.5 points a 
game while shooting 46 percent 
from the field. Ehlo has also 
made 99 of 238 3-point tries, a 41 
percent average. 
"This is heaven — starting in 
the NBA — especially since we 
started to win," Ehlo said. "I 
think I proved that I can start in 
this league. If they want me to 
So back to the bench, I'll do it ... 
ut it's sure nice to look up at 
the scoreboard before the game 
and see your name in the 
lineup." 
He is likely to cash in on a 
$200,000 bonus in his contract, 
payable if he averages at least 
34 minutes a game. 
In his starting role, his time on 
the court this season has aver- 
aged 36 minutes. 
D See Cavs, page 11. 
DCM has... 
QUALITY REFURBISHED 
PC's and PERIPHERALS 
•Choose from IBM, Compaq, Macintosh 
plus many other brands. 
•All popular brands of printers 
including: Epson, Okidata and HP. 
•Leasing and Financing services available. 
•Corporate Sales. 
•Custom configurations available. 
•30 day Limited warranty plus optional 




DANA COMMERCIAL MARKETING 
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(419) 893-0346 
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BG News/Greg Horvath 
Falcon netter Nanette Zimmerman fires a shot back in Tuesday's match 
against Flndlay. Zimmerman won her singles match 6-1. 60. 
Cavs  
□ Continued from page 10. 
"When you play more, your 
stats are bound to be better. But 
I really think I've improved a lot 
as a player," he said. 
He still considers defense his 
strong point, even though Mi- 
chael Jordan of the Chicago 
Bulls recently turned in a 
69-point game against him. 
''The only thing that bothers 
me is when we lose," Ehlo said. 
"It really hurt when Michael got 
69, not because he got 69 against 
me but because we lost in over- 
time. I kept thinking, 'Wasn't 
there some way I could have 
stopped him once or twice?' 
Then we could have won the 
game." 
The Cavaliers' 3-2 edge in 
their season series with the At- 
lanta Hawks is looming large in 
a battle for the eighth and final 
Eastern   Conference   playoff 
berth. 
Cleveland, 38-40. took a half- 
game lead over the Hawks on 
Saturday night by beating 
Miami 93-85 while Atlanta was 
losing at Milwaukee 109-93. 
Cleveland has four games left, 
including the next three straight 
on the road. Atlanta has three 
remaining, two of them at home. 
Because Cleveland would win 
a tiebreaker between the two 
teams, the Cavaliers will clinch 
a playoff berth by winning three 
of their final four games. 
The Cavaliers also beat In- 
diana three out of five times this 
season and would win a tie- 
breaker over the Pacers for the 
seventh playoff spot. 
The Cavaliers remaining op- 
ponents are Milwaukee Tuesday 
night, New Jersey Wednesday 
night and Orlando Friday night 
and New York at Cleveland in 
the season finale Sunday. 
Netters dominate Findlay 
Falcons overcome cold weather   to win 9-0 and raise record to 12-5 
by Jamie Joss 
sports writer 
In team tennis, if one or two 
players shutout their opponents. 
Sou believe you are playing good 
innis. 
But when your whole team 
wins every game you know you 
areplaying dominating tennis. 
The Falcon women's tennis 
team almost achieved this, los- 
ing only four out of 100 games 
against the University of Find- 
The weather was freezing, but 
it couldn't cool off the Falcons 
play en route to a 9-0 shutout and 
improving their overall record 
to 12-5. 
"The wind was really bad and 
affected both teams," head 
coach Sheila Chiricosta said. 
This match could be the quickest 
finish for the women all year. 
The match started at 3:30 p.m. 
and was over in two hours with 
an average match time of one 
hour. 
The match with NAIA Findlay 
is an annual match that is 
played because of the proximity 
of both schools. 
"It's an annual match that we 
schedule and it gives our girls a 
break from play with MAC 
schools such as Miami," Chiri- 
costa said. 
Nanette Zimmerman seemed 
to be completely healed from 
her knee injury as she blanked 
Heather Breimch at No. 2 sin- 
gles 6-1, 6-0 going to 11-8 for the 
year. 
BG's Robyn Monn finished her 
match the earliest defeating Ke- 
lly Griffin at No. 5 singles 6-1, 
6-0. 
At No. 1 singles Carla Mar- 
shack earned her 10th consecu- 
tive   victory,   defeating   Gina 
Strahm 6-0, 6-0 and improving 
her record to 14-4. 
Susan Miller was a shutout 
victim to Falcon No. 3 singles 
player Brenda Conley 6-0, 6-0, 
and improved her record to 14-6. 
BG's No. 4 singles player Tisa 
Pacella got back on track blank- 
ing Momque Roberts 6-0, 6-0, to 
go to 14-5 on the season. 
Completing the sweep of sin- 
gles was freshman Dania Webb 
earning her first start of the 
year. She shut out Kris Kelly at 
the No. 6 spot 6-0, 6-0. 
Webb started in order to rest 
Kelly King for MAC matches 
and also give Webb some colle- 
giate playing experience. 
The women also dominated 
their doubles matches and didn't 
lose their concentration after 
controlling singles play. 
The No. 3 doubles team of 
Sara Emdin and Monn had the 
toughest match of the day 
defeating the Findlay tandem of 
Griffin and Kelly 6-0,6-2. 
The win put the duo over the 
.500 mark to 6-5. 
Marshack and Pacella won 
their eighth match of the last 10 
shutting out Strahn and Breinich 
at No. 1 doubles 6-0,6-0. 
The pair's only losses came 
from Michigan State and Miami. 
BG's No. 2 doubles team of 
Zimmerman and Conley also 
shutout their opponents Miller 
and Roberts to win their 10th 
match of the last 11 and their 
only loss was to Miami 6-0,6-0. 
The women resume play today 
against Wright State at Keefe 
Courts beginning at 3:00 p.m. 
Rookies lead Lacrosse to win 
by Greg Watson 
sports writer 
The lacrosse club went one- 
for-three this past week with 
both losses coming at the hands 
of Big Ten foes. 
The Falcons lost to Michigan 
15-4 last Wednesday, beat 
Heidelberg 12-4 Thursday, and 
bowed to Northwestern 11-10 
Saturday. 
Sean Murphy scored four 
goals in the Northwestern loss 
while Roger Merb and Blake 
Kneedler scored two apiece. 
The team played one of their 
best games of the season against 
Northwestern, team captain 
Geoff Knapp said. 
"They got the lucky breaks 
and we didn't," Knapp said. 
"They also got some goals they 
shouldn't have. Generally, we 
were pretty happy with our per- 
formance. Michigan had a def- 
inite home field advantage be- 
cause they are one of the few la- 
crosse teams to play in a domed 
stadium with astroturf, Knapp 
said. 
Kneedler and Nate Anderson 
led the scoring with two goals 
each against UM. 
The victory over Heidelberg 
may show the club what kind of 
team they will have next year, 
midfielder Bin Robertson said. 
"We played all of our rookies 
and second year players in that 
game," Robertson said. "We 
wanted give the youngsters 
some playing time and to see 
what kind of team we can put 
together next year." 
The club will play at Toledo 
Thursday, then go to Denison 
Friday to play their last game of 
the season. 
The Falcons have beat Toledo 
the last five years, Knapp said, 
but Denison will be a bigger 
challenge. 
"This is the first time we have 
played them," Robertson said. 
"We have no idea what to ex- 
pect. They are supposed to be a 
very tough, organized team." 
"We have not had a very 
strong spring season," Robert- 
son added. There were some 
questions on leadership, but we 
hope to iron those out before the 
start of next year." 
Rookies will get most of the 
playing time in the last two 
games, Robertson said. 
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Reds remain unbeaten 
by Joe Kay 
AP sports writer 
CINCINNATI — For now, the Cincinnati Reds 
have an unbeatable combination: good play and 
luck. 
Billy Hatcher and Barry Larkin had three sin- 
gles each Tuesday as the Reds beat San Diego 2-1 
and remained baseball's only unbeaten team. 
The Reds' seventh victory left them one shy of 
the club record for best start and kept intact their 
streak of luck on home openers — they've won 
their last eight. 
"We've had luck for a long time now," said Lar- 
kin, who went 3-for-4 to raise his average to .594. 
"Things are going well. We're getting tremendous 
8itching, defense and clutch hitting. Everybody 
eels confident." 
It shows. 
"I'm impressed," Padres manager Jack 
McKeon said. "I have been for four yers. The dif- 
ference this year? In a word, experience." 
The Reds had a bad experience at the start of 
last year: the gambling investigation of Pete Rose 
that put the club in a fishbowl. The players are 
reveling in the difference under Lou Pinielia. 
"We're definitely more relaxed," Larkin said. 
•With all the hoopla last year, you couldn't walk 
through the clubhouse or say what you wanted to 
say without being accused of something (in the 
media)." 
They've also been a lot more fortunate so far. 
The home opener was a good example. 
Padres starter Andy Benes (1-1) had one bad in- 
ning, and it cost him. He gave up two walks to open 
the second and then a pair of soft RBI singles to 
Mariano Duncan — who hit a weak liner Just over 
the infield — and Billy Hatcher, whose grounder 
hit the mound and squirted through the infield. 
"They beat me with a couple of base hits through 
the infield," Benes said. "But they were up there 
swinging. Larkin must be hitting like .790, and 
Hatcher had three hits. It was like I was pitching 
behind on everyone." 
Reds starter Tom Browning (2-0) allowed seven 
hits over six-plus innings, but paid for just one of 
his mistakes — a leadoff homer by Benito Santiago 
in the seventh. That brought on Norm Charlton, 
who allowed one single and fanned four in two in- 
nings. 
"I would have liked to have gone longer," 
Browning said. "But with the bullpen we've got, 
it's hard not to go to the bullpen." 
Randy Myers struggled in the ninth before get- 
ting his third save. The left-hander gave up a 
single and a walk before retiring Joey Cora an a 
grounder to end the Padres' five-game winning 
streak. 
"Norm won the game for us." Myers said. "He 
shut 'em down when he had to." 
Benes walked Todd Benzinger and Joe Oliver to 
open the Reds' second — his second and third 
walks of the game. Duncan drove in Benzinger 
with a soft single to left, and Hatcher singled up 
the middle one out later for a 2-0 lead. 
Benes' found his control in the third, and ended 
up fanning six and allowing seven hits in five in- 
nings. 
In the sixth, a tiring Browning gave up singles to 
Shawn Abner and Roberto Alomar ana a two-out 
walk to Jack Clark. After Manager Lou Pinielia 
visited the mound and left Browning in, the left- 
hander retired Joe Carter on one pitch — a flyout 
to right. 
One more victory will match the 1960 club for 
best start. That team went on to finish third. 
A paying crowd of 38,384 — well below capacity 
of 55,000 — turned out on a damp afternoon to 
watch the Reds win their eight straight home 
opener and their 15th in the last 17 years. 
NOTES: The Reds' nine hits Tuesday marked 
the first time this season they've failed to get at 
least 10 hits in a game.... Hatcher and Larkin have 
hit safely in all seven games this season. ... Chris 
Sabo went O-for-5 with three strikeouts to end his 
six-game hitting streak.... The Reds' top three hit- 
ters in the order are a combined 42-for-98 (.429).... 
Benzinger and Duncan have six-game hitting 
streaks. ... Alomar went 3-for-3 with a walk Tues- 
day to raise his average to .375. He has an 8-game 
hitting streak. ... Alomar tried to steal twice and 
was thrown out both times by Oliver. 
Italians proud of runner 
BOSTON — Italy's No. 1 sport 
took a backseat to a footrace 
Tuesday thanks to Gelindo Bor- 
din's victory in the Boston Mar- 
athon. 
"All the newspapers in Italy 
focused on the marathon and not 
on soccer," he said. 
The country's reaction to Bor- 
din's triumph Monday in 2 
hours, 8 minutes, 19 seconds — 
his career best, an Italian re- 
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cord and the second-fastest ever 
at Boston — was similar to its 
reaction after he won the Olym- 
pic marathon in 1988. 
"The people in Italy cry again 
like after Seoul," Bordin said. 
"It is good for the people who go 
to work every day, like the fac- 
tory workers, to give them some 
emotions. 
"Sports has given me every- 
thing. To give something back to 
sports and to the people is noth- 
ing ... very little. That's what I 
want to do." 
Bordin said Primo Nebiolo, 
president of the International 
Amateur Athletic Federation, 
track and field's world govern- 
ing body, told him that about 6 
million people in Italy watched 
3 See Marathon, page 13. 
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Larkin hot in early going 
by Tom Saladino 
AP sports writer 
ATLANTA — Luck has 
something to do with it, but the 
Cincinnati Reds' Barry Larkin 
admits to "swinging the bat 
good, too." 
So good that Larkin leads the 
major leagues in hitting with a 
.594 average, going 19-for-32 
after seven games. 
Not ^incidentally, the Reds 
have won their first seven 
games of the season and are 
Bie only undefeated team in 
the majors. 
Larkin helped Cincinnati to 
its seventh victory in a row 
Tuesday by getting three hits 
in a 2-1 triumph over the San 
Diego Padres. 
He also had a 3-for-3 game 
wiped out by rain Saturday 
night, with the Reds leading 9-4 
in the fourth inning. If that had 
counted, the 25-year-old short- 
stop and No.3 hitter would be 
batting .613. 
"I've been lucky," said Lar- 
kin, recalling that two of his 
four hits Monday night were 
bloopers to right field. 
"Sometimes it's better to be 
lucky than good. But I've been 
swinging good, too. I can't ex- 
plain it. The balls just seem to 
be falling In here and there." 
Reds manager Lou Pinielia, 
in his first year with Cincin- 
nati, is impressed. 
"He can hit. The more I see 
of him, the more I like." he 
said. "He can pull the ball, hit 
to right field and can still hit 
the ball out of the ballpark. 
And, he doesn't strike out. 
Larkin was hitting .340 last 
season at the All-Star break 
when he suffered a freak in- 
jury. Named to the All-Star 
team for the second year in a 
row, he suffered a tear of a 
ligament in his right elbow 
during a skills competition. He 
didn't play again until Sep- 
tember and wound up hitting 
.342 in 97 games. 
"I feel as confident now as I 
did at the All-Star break last 
Jear," he said. "I guess the 
ey for me is to stay healthy." 
He said he had a spell last 
year when he was getting two 
or three hits a game, but th'' 
streak Is as good as it gets. 
"I never even hit this well in 
high school," said Larkin, a 
three-sport star at Moeller 
High School in Cincinnati be- 
fore starring at Michigan for 
three years and playing on the 
1984 Olympic team. 
"I've never, ever hit this 
well. It's a good feeling. I can't 
wait to get up, especially with 
men in scoring position, said 
Larkin, who hit .296 in 1988 and 
struck out only 24 times in 588 
at-bats. 
"The batting average and all 
the statistics are nice," he 
said, "but the important thing 
is we're winning. Things are 
clicking. 
"I don't know what to attrib- 
ute it to. I'm not trying to hit 
home runs. I'm hitting the ball 
up the middle and to right 
field. I'm just doing the things 
I can do." 
And that's plenty. 
"He's  some  kind   of  ball 
6layer," said Braves manager 
uss Nixon. "He was hitting 
like that last year until he got 
hurt. He's amazing." 
Ryan not slowing down 
by Jim Donaghy 
AP sports writer 
NEW YORK — If the chance comes up this 
season, make sure to catch Nolan Ryan's victory 
tour. 
Ryan is on the road to 300 career wins and he 
stopped at Yankee Stadium over the weekend to 
pick up No. 291. After a homestand in Arlington, 
his next stops are Kansas City, Chicago and Cleve- 
land. 
Watching Nolan Ryan pitch a baseball game is 
like going to a museum to see a Van Gogh, or to the 
concert hall to hear a Mozart symphony. 
First, Ryan catches your senses and then your 
breath. 
When Ryan is on the mound, history is right 
there with him. 
He has pitched in four decades, and each of his 42 
major-league records seem to have a story to tell. 
The 43-year-old Ryan has pitched a record five 
no-hitters, yet none may have been his best game. 
"I still think one of the best games I ever pitched 
was against Boston," Ryan said. "I retired the last 
26 hitters in a row. 
"I led the game off with a walk, struck some- 
body out, and then Carl Yastrzemski hit a ground 
ball through the hole between short and third." 
Ryan drops names like Yastrzemski, Reggie 
Jackson, Hank Aaron and Willie Mays like friends 
trying to get together a pickup game in Central 
Park. 
He has struck out 44 MVP winners and 19 Hall of 
Famers with more to come. 
Ryan has also fanned Bobby and Barry Bonds 
and Ken Griffey and Ken Jr. He also struck out 
brothers Jesus, Felipe and Matty Alou. 
His last appearance at Yankee Stadium prior to 
Saturday was July 25, 1979, and that had a story, 
too. 
"I hurt myself in the first inning," Ryan re- 
called. "I struck out two and hurt my elbow on a 
pitch to Reggie Jackson and that was my last 
pitch." 
Ryan's marquee numbers are easy. He is the all- 
time strikeout leader with 5,084 and nine wins 
short of the magic 300 mark. Next on the strikeout 
list is Steve Carlton with 4,136. 
To put it in perspective, for a pitcher starting out 
to reach Ryan's totals he would have to average 20 
wins and 339 strikeouts for 15 seasons. 
Like Van Gogh and Mozart, Ryan had flaws in 
his youth, too. 
The word of Ryan's 99-mph heat hit in 1966 when 
he struck out 272 batters in 183 innings while going 
17-2 for Greenville, a New York Mets farm club. 
But he couldn't find his control with the Mets, 
walking 344 in 510 innings over parts of five 
seasons, and kept putting his blistered fingers in 
pickle brine. But Ryan did save a game in the 1969 
World Series against Baltimore, his only cham- 
pionship ring. 
The Mets traded him to California in 1971 along 
with three minor leaguers for infielder Jim Fre- 
gosi, and Ryan started his journey to Cooperstown 
while Fregosi prepared for nis retirement. 
Despite his many records, Ryan's critics, only 
until recently, said he was just a .500 pitcher 
(291-263). 
"I think it's the nature of the teams I've played 
on," Ryan said. "Of all the clubs I've been with 
this club has the offensive potential to be the best 
team I've ever played on." 
After eight seasons and four no-hitters in Cali- 
fornia, Ryan spent nine years in Houston before 
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pitching. BG's Matt Oestike opened the inning with a bloop single 
which Flash second baseman Matt Rundles should have caught, but 
instead lost in the sun. Chad Davis struck out attempting to advance 
Oestrike with a bunt. 
The Falcons continued the rally, however, as Koelling and Oes- 
trike executed a perfect run-and-hit — Koelling hit the ball to the 
area vacated by Rundles, who went to cover second. Oestrike went 
to third on the play. 
With the infield in, BG sqeeze bunted — Shawn Gillenwater placed 
the ball about 8 feet in front of the plate and as catcher Greg Heals 
came out to get the ball, Oestrike scored the winning run from third. 
The Falcons were fortunate to get the opportunity to win. After 
Kent's Mike Gulan doubled in Mike Kimler and gave the Flashes a 
3-2 lead in the 11th, Schubert went for the win in the inning's home 
half. With two outs and a victory imminent, BG's Rob Kennedy 
smacked Schubert's first offering over the 375 sign in right center to 
again knot the game, 3-3. 
"A single would help us, but we needed a big hit because I'm not 
the fastest kid in the world to get around the bases," said Kennedy, 
who went 3-for-4. "I heard Trent Dues (on-deck) saying "Turn on it' 
when I was up there. 
"(Schubert) started me off with a fastball on the first pitch every 
time up, so I just turned on it." 
BG's vinny Metzger (4-2) earned the win in relief of Sharp. 
The Falcons will look to break their .500 rut this weekend as they 
host defending MAC champion Western Michigan for a pair of 
doubleheaders Friday and Saturday. Both twinbilb begin at 1 p.m. 
Pittsburgh defeats 
wild Cardinals, 7-2 
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The 
Pittsburgh Pirates used the 
wildness of St. Louis pitcher 
Greg Mathews to score six runs 
in the third inning, and Neal 
Heaton won his seventh straight 
decision, 7-2 Tuesday night over 
the Cardinals. 
Mathews (0-2), who missed 
last season with an elbow injury, 
was making his first start since 
Sept. 19, 1988. He allowed three 
hits in 2 2-3 innings, but walked 
six and made a costly first- 
inning error. 
Heaton (2-0), unbeaten in his 
last five decisions in 1989, al- 
lowed five hits, struck out four 
and walked two in 7 2-3 innings. 
Heaton, who has allowed only 
one earned run in 12 innings this 
season, didn't win his second 
game last year until July 28. 
Heaton, who hasn't lost since 
Shortstop Brian Koelling charges a ground bail against Kent State. 
Courtesy ol The Key/Paul Vernon 
Art Modell 
has surgery 
CLEVELAND (AP) - Cleve- 
land Browns majority owner 
and president Art Modell un- 
derwent successful coronary 
bypass surgery Tuesday at 
Cleveland Clinic Hospital. 
Modell, 64, had a double by- 
pass, or grafts of two arteries 
improving blood flow to the 
heart. He underwent a quadru- 
Ke bypass operation in 1983 fol- 
wing a heart attack. 
Modell is a member of the 
board of trustees of Cleveland 
Clinic Foundation, which con- 
trols the hospital where the sur- 
gery was performed by Dr. 
Floyd Loop, a heart surgeon who 
is also chairman of the founda- 
tion's board of governors. 
The surgery began at 7:30 
a.m. and lasted until noon. 
Afterward, Loop told team offi- 
cials Modell was doing well in 
intensive care. 
Wellington Mara, owner of the 
New York Giants, was with 
Modell prior to surgery and was 
waited with Modell's wife Pat 
for the surgery to be completed. 
Modell purchased a 53 percent 
interest in the Browns for $4 mil- 
lion March 21,1961. He has been 
the league's lead television con- 
tract negotiator for several 
years. 
His 1964 Browns team won the 
NFL championship with a 27-0 
win over the Baltimore Colts. 
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last July 21, improved to 4-0 life- 
time against St. Louis. 
Pittsburgh, winning for the 
seventh time in its last eight 
?ames against St. Louis, took a 
-0 lead in the first on walks to 
Barry Bonds and Gary Redus 
and Mathews' error on Jay 
Bell's swinging bunt. 
St. Louis got the run back on 
Pedro Guerrero's double and 
Tom Brunansky's sacrifice fly 
in the second. 
Bonds started the third by tri- 
pling ahead of walks to Bell and 
Redus and Bobby Bonilla's two- 
run single. That hit gave him 
seven RBIs in his last three 
games. 
Jeff King walked ahead of 
R.J. Reynolds' force-play 
grounder and Don Slaught's 
bases-loaded walk. Cris Carpen- 
ter replaced Mathews and gave 
up Jose Lind's two-run single be- 
fore getting out of the inning. 
Willie McGee doubled and 
scored on a single by Todd Zeile 
in the St. Louis eighth. 
Marathon  
O Continued from page 12. 
the last half of the Boston race. 
At the halfway mark — 13.1 
miles — Bordin was a distant 
seventh, behind six Africans — 
two Kenyans, two Tanzanians 
and two Ethiopians. The group 
included 1988 Boston winner 
Ibrahim Hussein and 1988-89 
runner-up Juma Ikangaa. 
The Africans had set a blister- 
ing pace, breaking race records 
for all the significant check- 
points through that stage. They 
continued that torrid pace 
through 15 miles — a pace that 
Bordin called "stupid" and 
"crazy" —before paying for it. 
One by one they began drifting 
back or out of the race, and by 20 
miles, Bordin had moved into 
second place, behind Ikangaa. 
But Ikangaa also was strug- 
gling, having suffered a cramp 
in his left calf, and as the two 
reached the peak of Heartbreak 
Hill — between 20 and 21 miles 
— Bordin burst in front. 
He led the remaining 5 1-2 
miles, beating Ikangaa by 1:33 
and becoming the first men's 
Olympic champion to win the 
Boston Marathon in the race's 
long history. 
"It was a historic success, as 
Olympic champions had always 
failed in the U.S. race," the 
newspaper Corriere dello Sera 
of Milan said in a front-page sto- 
ry. 
Gazzetta dello Sport, also of 
Milan, Italy's largest sports 
daily, called Bordin's victory "a 
masterpiece," adding that "he 
confirmed himself the king of 
the marathon." 
If so, then Rosa Mota of Por- 
tugal is the queen and John 
Campbell of New Zealand the 
master. 
Mota became the first three- 
time women's winner of the Bos- 
ton Marathon, finishing in 
2:25:23, nearly three minutes 
ahead of runner-up Uta Pippig 
of West Germany. 
And Campbell, 41, ran the 
fastest time ever by a Masters 
runner — over 40 — placing 
fourth overall in 2:11:04. 
Squash member excels 
by Dorcas Nyakana 
reporter 
Squash is not only a very in- 
teresting sport but offers surpr- 
ising rewards as Kurt Otter- 
backer, president of the squash 
club discovered. 
On April 7 at the North Ameri- 
can Open in Toledo, Otterbacker 
placed third in Division D of the 
nationals. His club members 
Iyad Kamal, won the C Division, 
Sean Sunderland, the B division, 
and club advisoe, Fred Leetch 
won the 60-plus division. 
The divisions range from E- 
beginners to A-advaneed, with 
both division C and D as inter- 
mediate. 
Otterbacker, who has been 
playing squash for two and one- 
half years, has already played in 
seven amateur tournaments of 
which two were at Oberlin and 
Wright College. He won in the 
consolation matches which are 
usually played if an individual is 
defeated in their first tourna- 
ment. 
Low Cost Treatment 
VD - STD 
Men and Women 




He posted tourney wins at 
Cincinnati in the D Division, 
Dayton City in the C Division, 
Columbus State in the D and C 
divisions, Providence (at Rhode 
Island) national championships 
in the D and C divisions. 
"We have not had anyone play 
so well, and he'll probably get a 
good D division position this 
year," said Leetch. Practice 
demands a certain amount of 
time and Otterbacker some- 
times practices five times a 
week. 
"My playing squash does not 
interfere with school work be- 
cause I allocate my time accord- 
ingly," said Otterbacker. 
Being defeated is not a bad 
sign as some people may think. 
"Losing a game makes 
someone a better player be- 
cause they can learn to improve 
their strategies," added Otter- 
backer. 
He plans to attend law school 
after he graduates in May, but 
intends to continue playing 
squash. 
For the seven years the club 
has been in existence, the num- 
ber of members has barely in- 
creased and presently there are 
less than 40 students who are ac- 
tively involved. 
"Kurt, would be a good incen- 
tive for those people who are 
curious about this sport to join 
the club," said Leetch. 
Interested students should get 
in touch with Fred Leetch at 410 
Math Science or call 372-7451. 
T SQUARE 
quick pr»it. mc. 
OBJECTIVE: 
RESUME OF 
Jeff Rice's Quick  Print,  Inc. 
T-Square  Graphics, Inc. 
Ill & 121 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
(419)   352-5762 
(419)   352-8488 
To provide the finesi quality resume al the best 
prices in town. 
EXPERIENCE: Laser typesetting done on our Macintosh II SE. 
Qualified and experienced typesetters and graphic 
artists to help design a professional resume for the 
best results. Hundreds of satisfied customers. 
SPECIAL 
PACKAGE: 25 laser typeset resumes, plus 25 blank sheets and 
25 blank envelopes all for only $25.00. (a 
$30.00 value). 
PORTFOLIO:      Available upon request. 
Two great ways to wish your 
favorite graduates your best in... 
&$Ke BG News 
Finals Week Special 
Classified Special Section 
GRADUATION 
MESSAGES OR 
70' per line 
3-line minimum 
Mortar Board 
ad frame this size 
$5.00 
3-line maximum 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING DEADLINE: Thursday. April 26,1990 
- Please place orders in person - 
214 West Hall 372-2601 
(Please note-display ad deadline for finals week issue 
is Thurs., April 19,4 pm) 
^   <■ ••»      ' - 
M       April 18,109O 
THE BG NEWS 
Classifieds 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
Crmilneljuetice Organization 
LMtmeetingWed Apnliatn 
Metro-vice speeker Mike Goetz 
I 30 PM 400 Moseley 
' Mylee after the meeting' 
ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME 
•••PRELAW SOCIETY-" 
Heeling Wad. April II at 7:30 
SOS Henna 
Wa will be electing officer, toe ne.l year! 
•AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL' 
Poat-wnte-athon    working    meeting 
Akw   Nomlnatlon.lor 1990-91 officer. 
Anyone    interested    should   attend-call 
353 3095 It you have questions. Meeting a at 
7 00 Wed . April 18th m rm   303 Heyos 
' RUN FOR THE EARTH' 
Apr! 21. 1990 
5K ' Prizes ' Tahal 
RegMter TODAY at 124 Hayes 
Sponsored by Environmental Int. Group 
ASM(MIS CLUBI 
General Meeting 
Wed. 18 7 45 
Speaker Deve Reel 
VTasats Inserts 
Bring your resume 
MA 1010 
Elections, pizza 
PLAN TO ATTENO 
Attention MIS/CS Majors 
Great Lakes Systems Seminar 
Featuring. Electronic Data Interchange 
FflAprl27FulDey 
CALL MATT VOISABD tor details 
 35361 30  
Come meet the candidate' Kathy Stelngraber. 
the environment candidate lor State Repre- 
sentative, war be at the Earth Day events TO- 
DAY si Ins Union Oval Sponsored by the Cam- 
pus Democrats  
FRENCH PLAY 
Le Bal des Voleurs 
Fri   April 20 8 PM 121 Weet 
Admission Free 
Lee Fisher lor Attorney General 
Activists needed-Intern positions available for 
summer and Fall m Cleveland and Columbus As 
majors welcome1 
Informational meeting Thura. April 10 
8 30 PM 200 Moseley Hal 
Lee Fierier tor Attorney General 
PSYCHIC FAIR 
Bowing Green Holiday kin. Sunday Apr! 22 
llam-epm Great Merchandise S5 reecWvgs 
with your lavortte psychics Advanced reserve- 
Hens available $1 00 edmasion or 3 for 
$2 00 For information can 419-499-2310 
The Universe and Other Toys 
Would you kke to gel involved with your Rec 
Center? 
Appbcattona now being taken tor Rec Center 
CoundNSRCC) posltlona 
You can make a dlfferencel 
Applications available at front deek 
Deadline is April 20th etSPMII 
You're Invttedl 
Come Celebrale the 20th 
EARTHOAY BIRTHDAY 
See you at the Oval 
April 18 
CENTER FOR CHOICE II 
' Abortions thru I 7 weeks 
' Morning after treatment 
Al personal and private 
Proud to be Pro-Choice 
18 N Huron SI . Toledo OH 
1-265-7789 
Leader In EDfTING SERVICES for 
Theses. Books. Arttdee. Reports 
■ RESUMES. Composed 8 Laasr Printed' 
State-of-the-art WORD PROCESSING 
VeraatHe. Al-Ph D Staff 
KORREKT SERVICE Can 352-8744 
Need a caring response 
to your pregnancy conceme? 
Can BO PREGNANCY CENTER 
at 354-HOPE 
For Info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS 
and supporting services 
SENDING A PACKAGE? 
For all your shipping needs 
A TO Z DATA CENTER 3 52-5042 
BRAILLE RADIO 8 THE GREAT BAR-B-OUE 
GODS 
Friday 1 Saturday Aprs 20-21 
at the Underground 
CONGRATULATIONS 





Thanks for all your hard work and dedication I 
Typing 1 35 per page 354 0371 
PERSONALS 
• SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE ' 
Cal for price quotes A pick up times 
352-5475 
CONGRATULATIONS!!! 
Introducing the 1990-91 









Way to go GUYS'I 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost a Hunter green winter jacket with leether 
aim in Henna hall ft found plaaaa can Shannon 
al 354-8831  No questions asksd 
SERVICES OFFERED 
RESUMES 
Ouaaty typeset or 
laser imageeet 
Irom your typewritten copy or 
compatible Macintosh program 
SI 5 for one page 
Don't put It off any longer! 
UnlGraphlcs 
211 Waal Hal 
372-7418 
• SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE ' 
Cel lor price quotes a pick up tlmea 
352-5475 
' SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE ' 
Cal for price quotes a pick up times 
352-5475 
*• 'Amy Lechko' " ' 
Congratulations  on   being   selected   as   the 
1990-91 UAA PRESIDENT 
I know you'll do e super job! 
Love. Josle 
"CHI OMEGA" 
Sun April 22. 1990 
Same Attitude 
Different Day 
' CAMPUS POLLYEYES' 
Import night every Wed 
Spaghetti Dinner S1 75 5-9PM 
' KAPPA SIG'GREG HARDY ' KAPPA SK3' 
To the beat three months of my He" Happy 
2111" 
Love. Kan 
'PI Sigma Epellon' 
Initiation Wed . April 1 8 7 00 
Alpha Gamma Delta House 
•PI Sigma Epillon- 
AC/DC CULT NIGHT 
EVERY WEDNESDAY 
CLUB SOP. 
P.S. Formerly. Cessidy's! 
ACIDC CULT NIGHT 
EVERY WEDNESDAY 
CLUBS.0.P. 
Big Mouth Audio 
Adoption Happ#y married couple ol 14 years 
We promise your child a loving home and finan- 
cial security Devoted, stay home mom Caring 
dad and one big slater Al medical an d legal 
expenses paid Cal cosset I -822-9288 
Appkcalions lor 1990 FALL RUSH REGISTRA- 
TION 
ere avails We In 425 Student Services Upper- 
cleesmen should apply before Spring Se- 
mester ends Any questions call Greek Lite 
at 2-2151. 
ARE YOU FEMALE? 
ARE YOU MUSICAL? 
No further qualifications necessary We are 
looking tor you We went to give BG something 
it deaparatety needs-en al babes band.'' We 
need lead guitar and rhythm section to cover 
any and every type of music II you want to help 
ua SHOCK Bowing Green. Cal Marge at 
363-7894 
si u I 
146 N MAIM - BOWLING GRHN 
Are you STILL looking 
for a Co-op or Internship? 
Can't get one this summer? 
DON'T WORRY I 
We neve excellent opportunities 
avaxable lor FALL 1990 
Cometoa 
FALL INFORMATION SESSION 
April 20th - 3:00 PM 
Tall Room 
3rd Floor Union 
Can 372-2451 lor details 
■MafO 
la it you or is it ma? 
Do you always watch me waft? 
You make my day without even trying. 
Forget Bedrock, you're my babe every weak. 
-?????? 
Becky Cooper. Keey Gnmrn. Arm Curl, and Al- 
aaaRtaher 
You guys are the best! Thanks for putting up 
with me tha semester I wouldn't have made It 
without youl 
Love. 
"Your roommate across Ihe has" 
Bstay, SueandPam 
We've had a beat the past 3 yeara-Downtown 
Barflee. The Flats. Butfett our parttes(wlth Be- 
lay tha bouncer] Wed nights, quarters at 
Howards, Love Shack end a lot more You guys 
are truly my Special Friends'' 1*1 mass youl 
When you're out drink onefpttcher) tor me 
Bets-only 2 more, unless I can help It! 
Love. Laurl 
Big Mouth Audio 
Thanks for al of the fun on Wednesday  The 
heavy progressive music and rataaic metal a 
Dacovsr Europe end earn 6 credit hours 
Summer Study Program In France 
Classes are in Encash 
David Reed from Francs wil talk about the pro- 
gram 
Wednesday. April 25. 9 00 PM Room 1000 
BABUg 
For    more   Into:    Dr.    Charles    Chlttle 
372-8180/352-8012 
Discover Europe and earn 6 credit hours 
Summer Study Program In France 
Classes ere in Englah 
David Reed Irom France w* tat! about the pro- 
gram 
Wednesday, April 25. BOO PM Room 1000 
BABkJg 
For    more    Info:    Dr.    Cherlea    Chlttle 
372 8180352 6012 
DU BIKE RACE" 
BE THERE SAT APR*. 21 
RACING RAFFLE FUN 
DU BIKE RACE" 
BE THERE SAT APRIL 21 
RACING RAFFLE FUN 
DU BIKE RACE!! 
BE THERE SAT APRIL 21 
RACING RAFFLE FUN 
DU BIKE RACE!! 
BE THERE SAT APRIL 21 
RACING RAFFLE FUN 
DU BIKE RACE" 
BE THERE SAT APRIL 21 
RACING RAFFLE FUN 
For all of the Chi-O's 
ACIDC CULT NIG HT 
EVERY WEDNESDAY 
Mike 
P.S. Hope to sea you through al of Ihe hys- 
teria  
FronvHarta 
To: Ann. Jonl, Sarah 
Ann you only have 2 12 weeks to do it 
Jodl only a turtleneck a a golden chain are 
enough lo do It? 
Sarah are you ready lor making tha semester 
so much tun for me. And hay! If It wasn't lor you 
know who, II wasn't going to be ao unique! 
I love you ALL'  
GET READY FOR SUMMER 
15 % off al non-prescription sunglasses 
Dra. Beattle a Archer. Inc. 
1022 N Prospect 
Serengeti ' Neons 
Ray Ban ' Vuernet 
Carrara * Fkxjreecenta 
Grsvtsl That bar used to be cased Cssskty's a 
greet" 
CLUB SOP 
AC/DC CULT NIGHT 
Male 
P.S. Sao you Wexkiaaxiay. 
GREEK WEEK 1990 
Today's Eventa 
Al GREEK PICNIC 
5:00 PM to 7:00 PM 
OWFratRow 
First Light Tickets 
a T-shirts on sale 
at Union Foyer 10 00 3 00 
Hey Dave! It was great to aee you a! 




P S See you again this week 
HEY FRAT SOYS 
Do you think you can compete with the men In a 
pool lournement-il ao sign up lor Howard's 
Pool toumamant--if not atay at Mark's $50 00 




Do chickens have aex or do they lust MAKE 
eggs 
Shack, Alsx(Bora). and the one and only 
Grouper. 
Phi Delta Theta 
Presents 
2001 Prohibition BO 
Coming April 21st 1990 
with Chi Omega, Kappa Kappa Gamma 
Kappe Sigma, Delta Gamma 
Sigma Phi Epsllon * Phi Mu. 
Phi Delia Theta 
Presents 
2001 ProhaxtJon'90 
Coming Apr! 21 at 1990 
withChi Omega, Kappa Kappe Gamma 
Kappe Sigma, Delta Gamma 
Sigma Phi Epsllon 1 Phi Mu 
Phi Delia Theta 
Praaanta 
2001 Prohibition '90 
Coming April 21st 1990 
with Chi Omega, Kappa Kappe Gemma 
Kappe Sigma, Delta Gamma 
Sigma Phi Epellon * Phi Mu 
Pregnant • Choose Adoption 
Emotlonely 4 Ftnancleay secure couple 
wienee to adopt intent 
Cal Lou Arm (419| 362-1050  
PREGNANT? Choose adopocrT 
E motionaly a Flnanclaly secure couple wishes 
lo adopt inlanl Cal Karon313 474-9522 
To al those HE ADBANGERS 
Thanks lor al your support on 
WEDNESDAY 
AC/DC CULT NIGHT 
CLUB SOP. 
Big Mouth Audio 
PS You know who you ere 
WE WANT YOU- 
Help ua BQi Wa need aublaaaera lor two bed 
rooma In downtown house   Bargain price of 
$250 for each room al summer   Negorabie 
Cel 353-3685  
Would you Ike to get involved with your Rec 
Center? 
Applications now being taken for Rec Center 
CouncaTSRCClpositions 
Yea can make a dlfferencel 
AppaCat-ona available at front deek. 
Desdsne a April 20th at 1PMII 
Yuda' 
Every Wednesday I hope I aee you al AC/DC 
CLULT NIGHT  I know Its tough to fight Ihe 
crowd but Ifa worth It 
Kan 
WANTED 
1 FM Non smoking rmmt to lease Fox Run apt 
lor 1990-91 school year. Cal 354-7033 
1 non smoking male roommate lor summer 
and/or 90-91 school yr Frazee Ave. apt 
Summer rent $50 353- 7994 
1 rmmle needed lor 90-91 school year. 705 
7th St Apt. $9. Reasonable rent for spacious 
ept Preler non-smoking rmmte. For more Info 
cal 353-1962. Ask for Peggy or Suzanne 
2 non smoking lemelea for 4th St apt for next 
school year $l20'month a utlftles Cal 
353-8338. ask lot Kety. 
Amy needa 1 or 2 rmts for summer, male or 
female 2 Dorm Cat 354-4073  
UFEGUARDS WANTED 
Seesonel work available al Portage Quarry Rec 
Club. Must bring current Red Cross Certifica- 
tion card (otherwae you wil not neve an Inter- 
view). Apply In person at T-Square Graphics. 
121 S Mam St   BO  
LOOKING FOR A NICE PLACE TO LIVE THIS 
SUMMER? 
A newly furnished 2 bdrm ept. w/nscrowave. 
All utl pd except elec cheap! 1 or 2 fortunate 
people   we*   have   a   lerrlfic   eummerl   Cal 
353-6738 or 513-838-8344 
Looking lor a place to atay next year??? 
Look no further 2 b-room apt aveaSble to sub- 
lease lor 90-91 academic year. S380'mo De- 
tails cal Simon or Ray 363-4803 
Must aubiease house lor summer' 150 Manvae 
dose to campus No reasonable offer refused 
Contact Dave at 2-5993. Scott or Paul al 
2-1808  
Need lemals to lublsaae 
Fum. Summer Apt. 
HHst 
No downpaymenl 
 Can Kriata 353-8085  
Need male or female to rent furnished two bad- 
room apt tor$100/mo May to Auguat BO. cal 
Jil after 10 PM 353-4456.  
Need to sublease 1 bedroom apartment $500 
flat for summer. No utMaa and leas than t 
block Irom campus Cal 363-8882.  
Need to sublease 2 bedroom apt lor summer. 
Cloae to campus $305 plus utaWea Cal 
363-3675 after 7 00 PM  
One bedroom fumabed apt. needs one or two 
sublessors lor aummar Close to campua. 
roeeonable rent Cel 3520361  
Roommate needed immedatefy lor 2 bdrm apt 
Non-drinker prefered Cal Jenny at 363-8446 
WANTED TWO PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE 1/2 
HOUSE ON S COLLEGE FOR SUMMER UN- 
FURNISHED SO YOU DON'T HAVE TO 
WORRY ABOUT MOVING YOUR FURNITURE 
CHEAP   ALSO     CALL   PETE   OR   JOHN 
354-5338  
Wa have lo go, but our apertntant ajtaval 
Need   a   sublessor    for   2   bedroom   apt. 
Reasonaibe rent  Only pay electric  Free gas 
stove, gas heat  Summer only, begin In May 
Cal 355-5738 or 513-838-8344 
Wo need 2 female roommates to share a 2 
bdrm. 3rd Street ept for 90-91 school year 
$130,mo I elec Contact Colette or Suzanne 
364-8321 If mtereated. 
''House boy" wanted for '90-91 school ymr for 
sorority house 5-10 hours a weak. Cal lor In- 
terview 372-5500 aak lor Mary 
HELP WANTED 
250 COUNSELORS end Instructors needed! 
Private, coed, aummar camp In Pocono 
Mountain! Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohl- 
kan, PO Box 23480. Kenllworlh, NJ 07033 
(201)276-0998 
ALASKA CANNERY and lahing employment 
opportunities Secure your summer job Focus 
your search. (20S) 771 -3811. 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT hshertee. 
$5,000 ptus/monthi  over 8,000 openings 
Fres transportation' Room and board! No expe- 
rience necessary Male or female Send $6.95 
lo M a L Research. Box 64008 DW. Seattle. 





178 E. Wooater 
BE ON T V. many needed for commerces*. 
Now hiring al ages For casting into Cal 1616) 
779-7111 Ext T-911  
Counselors Male athletic staff for Co-Ed New 
York State resident camp 2 hours from New 
York CHy. 6724 - 8/22  Camp Kenriybrook. 
19 Southway   Hartedale. New York 10530 
914-893-3037. 
Fatman -.bvJohnBoissy 
i_oo>fflar<   CCWT-WCII 
HIM   STe»arv ... 
-niarrsi. ov accitasxrt 
2     SAlJ    YOU 
' CHV.8IN*     IM-V-O 
1 itowsl     PAT-MAW 
oTr 
a*ax>jaii*   &VJ«*C»SII*   a»aaau.* 
So   =t *X/T   n-w   coSUinc 
Tocun-Msrai   A..-.0  becioati 
TO      JOIN 
UJSSUL. . oat:    WAvST    AOr-iSE 
T«i">iMir--c»     TO   oo   oaroa 
|-l«*Tsaa>   CAZMI 
LOCK      AT 
MON ITO 
TOOA*?* -ro»»   F«^n"(_>»«.e... 1 
COt-Jv<CT*EO FEUX n^tfy-wic'ji 
HANSON U^A&      KlbN«N»r»«b   1 
OUTIlQC OF r-HFTmo   ivrr 
M*(-J_      TM(J Ap»T«BtNOOrV...   1 
CRUISE SHIPS now hiring al posltlona Both 
skated and unekjeed For Information Cel 1615) 
779-6507 Ext H210  
DANCERSI Muet be 18 S up WM Train Can 
make $1000 weakly. Come aee our show. 
Fireplace Lounge. PI. Canton 734-9051. aak 
lor Tom 
EBSCO Telephone Service now hiring Secure 
summer poeMon by working now Learn a mar- 
ketable ski S make money Flexible pert-time > 
lui-tlme hours available (IS hours minimum ] 
Guaranteed hourly wage ptua defy bortue 
baaed on sales Year round employment. Join 
the fun. Altar 4pm for applications Interviews 
haW from 4:16-6:18 Cal tor an appointment 
353-8682. 113 N. Main St (next to Davtd'e 
Pet) Coops a Internsnipe evessble  
Floor Walker s 
Part tkne/S4 00. hr 
Apply mper son 
SOP/Caaaktys 
176E Wooater 
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS' CRUISE SHIPS 
AND CASINOS NOW HIRING' ALL POSITIONS! 
Cal (I) 802-638-8886 Ext. Y-4244. 
FREE TRAVEL BENEFITS' AIRUNES NOW 
HIRING! ALL POSITIONS! $17,600 ■ 
k $58,240 Cal (1) 602838-8885 Ext. 
X-4244.  
IMp Wanted 
For deeming apta. $ rrvac. tops on May 5-11. 
Cal 382-7386  
Lifeguard A Swan Inelructora 
Summer part time employment Iridoor/outdoor 
pool Musi have YMCA or Red Cross Ifeguard- 
mg. CPR, and preferably fast aid Swan instruc- 
tors should have YMCA or Red Cross teaching 
certificaliona Sand resume by Apr! 23rd to 
Eaatern Community YMCA in care of Christy 
Gordon 2960 Pickle Rd Oregon. Ohio 
43616  
NANNY OPPORTUNITIES 
' San Francaco-1 glri-$150'week' 
' So Ceaf-newborn-Si 75/week' 
•Connecllcul-intant^ieo/week' 
'Boston-1 girl $160 week' 
Wgmla-2 childreo-$226/week' 
Many positions ai llsxoll 
One yeer commitment necessary. 
Cal 1-800-937-NANI 
Need Pert Time Income? Need a Scholarship? 
Need a Grant? We Can Help! Free Info: 
1-80O-USA-1221 ext 1080 
ON CALL HABIUTATtON TRAINER NEED 
PERSONS TO PROVIDE DAILY LIVING TRAIN- 
ING FOR ADULTS WITH MENTAL RETARDA- 
TION/DEVELOPMENT DISABILITIES IN 
COMMUNITY BASED SETTINGS H S Dl- 
PLOM REOUIRED EXPERIENCE IN THE 
FIELD OF MR/DO PREFERRED MUST HAVE 
TRANSPORTATION VALID DOWER'S UCENSE 
t A GOOD DRIVING RECORD PART-TIME. 
FLEXIBLE HRS $5 50/HR APPLICATION 
DEADLINE APRIL 27 SEND RESUME AND 
COVER LETTER TO MEUNDA SLUSSER 
WOOOLANE INDUSTRIES 11160 E GYPSY 
LANE RD BG OH 43402 (418)352-5115 
EQUAL OPPORTUMI Y IVM OVER  
PUT-IN-BAY OHIO 
Now hiring full time aummar heap! Housing 
available! bartenders, cooks, waitress/waiters 
$ maintenance Cal 418-728-1850 10AM - 
P 5PM Mon-Fn Ask for Susie or BH. Sal a Sun 
418-478-2014 
Resporaibte babysitter needed one to two 
times s week, sscond shift lor two children 
starting m May Cal 1 876-2383  
Student lor yard work and spring dean up. Car 
needed Hours flexible 2 1/2 ml South ol BG 
888-4627 attar 8PM  
Waltersv waitresses 
Part-time 
Apply in person 
SOP/Caaaidys 
176E Wooster 
Work 15 houra lo 30 hours per weak out of a 7 
day workweek (dsy, evening end weekend 
shifts). Our company la seeking employees 
to perform unskilled light production work. 
Plant location la only 2 blocks Irom B.G.S.U. 
campua. The rete of wege Is $3.80 par hour. II 
interested pick up an application at the office 
of Advanced Specialty Products. Inc., 428 
Clough Street, Bowling Green. Ohio. Tele- 
phone 354-2844. 
FOR SALE 
'Commedore 84 computer, diak drive, color 
monitor, and printer. Write papers at home. 
•AJao. greet ccaege couch  353-7138 Make 
offers. 
1 982 Pontlsc J2000 
Greet  CoeSge  Car New  Wee  $1200?  Cal 
363-7441 Melissa 
88 VW JETTA 
4 dr 5 ap  AM/FM cess . rear dsfrost. exeal- 
lent condition Only $3.995. cal 353-8877 
Can you buy Jaepa. Cera. 4 x 4's Seized In 
drug raids for under S100 007 Cal tor facts to- 
day. 805-644-9533 Dept 299 
For Sale Stereo equipment Heftier DH 220 
srtlpallaf. Haffler DH 100 pre-amp 100 watts. 
S476 Swivel, adj desk chair. $27Cal John 
354-4479|7-11pm)  
FURNITURE FOR SALE 
4 chairs (2 matching) a 1 deek. Good conoTton- 
pnee a nog .Cal Karen at 353 8368  
Need ART 325/VCT 282 No camera? Nikon 
FG-20   $126    Large  dorm Irkjge  BO  Cal 
2-3395  
Need furniture we have what your looking for a 
whoa, house ful. Buy It al or buy one piece 
Cal 353-1399 We wH deal 
WANTED A RESPONSIBLE PERSON TO TAKE 
ON A BEAUTIFUL CONSOLE PIANO. NO 
MONEY DOWN. CALL TOLL FREE: 
1-BOO-348-2460. 
FOR RENT 
• -SaVRENTALS' ' 
1 a 2 bdrm epta aval 




505 Clough St B16 
Apts for summer a fal 
sM available 
352-9302 
'SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED' 
1 or 2 subkeaeers male or female needed for 
summer. For info cal Tma at 354-7332 
I bdrm. apt downtown across from Sundance 
Subktase In May. New and dean After 6:30 
ceJ 364-6149.  
1 bdrm aval May 1 $260/mon Grad or mar 
rtodpref 353-3212 Leave miaaage  
2 bdrm apt a assails lor aummar only Central 
air. Located uptown vary nice S400/mo. paja 
utatas 354-7032  
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF 
SLOCK TO CAMPUUS. SUMMER OR FALL 
CALL TOM 352-4873 DAYS OR 3S2-1BOO EVE 
> WKEHD8.  
2 bedroom unfurnished 12 month lease eveta- 
ba. May or August, tree sir conditioning and 
heat. 362-3446.  
4 bdrm. houss. Large Irving room Cloae In 
campua. Available Summer and Fall 
352-5475  
4 naadad to aublsie lum. apactoua apt. 
across from Rodgera 2 Ig bdrms free 
wash/dry. Elec  only rent  Nag. 363-3112 
leave massage 
621 E Merry 
neer Ottenheuer 
2 bdrm. lurn apt 
exceaant cond. 
Prices for 2. 3. or 4 people 
CALL 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354-2280 
CHEAP HOUSING 
SPACE NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1 MALE 
ROOMMATE DURING SUMMER BRAND NEW 
APARTMENT. CLOSE TO CMAPUS FOR 
ONLY $130 MO PLUS UTILITIES IT YOU 
WANT IT. GRAB IT THIS ONE WONT LAST 
LONG' CALL 372-4341 or 363-7888 IF YOU 
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CALL ANYTIME 
Ettlctenciee a One bedroom apartments Cal 
353-7074  
FALL RENTALS 
now available at 
WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS 
1 $ 2 bedroom, turniehod a unfurnished 
24 hr. maintenance 
CAMPUS SHUTTLE 
aummar leases also eveilable 
WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS 
For rant: one bedroom apt. Starting aummar 
thru 91' school year. Ideal for two people 
Cloae to campus. $300/mo Includes unities 
353 3182 Sieve. 
For rent: 2 bedroom apt. located Idaaty be- 
tween   campus  a   downtown  aee    Starting 
aummar   thru   91'   achool   year    $600.mo 
363-3182 Sieve 
Georgetown Manor Apia 
■00 - Third Street 
1 bdrm A 2 bdrm unite: 
lullylurnlshediA.C. 
Now leasing for 1990-1991. 
and aummar 1990. 
Convenient • $ reasonable. 
Call 352-49W 6pm-10pm 
House for Rent. Summer 80! 
4 bdrms 2 baths, very large and furnished 
1-6 people, 412 East Court St 
Cal JP or Kyle at 354-5244 
Large efficiency, dose to campua. Aval. Au- 
guat 12 month lease $285/month a gas A 
elec 443 N Enterprise Apt C Cel 352-3998 
or 1-433-4474  
NEED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE APT AT 
THURSTIN MANOR FOR SUMMER. CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. AC, LOW UTILITIES. FURNISHED. 4 
MONTHS RENT FOR THE PRICE OF 2. CALL 
3544009. LEAVE MESSAGE IF I AM NOT 
HOME.  
Need to sublease two bedroom apt. lor aummar 
1990 Call 353-3575  
Need to sublssse large 4 bedroom house, 
very close to campua tor Summer 90. 2 large 
bathrooms 4 living room. Reasonable rent. 
Females only Interested cell 354-4050. 
NEEDED one female to lease an apartment on 
4th and Elm Totally furnished two car garage 
and a lot more. Call Jill at 372-6796 tor more 
mlo  
Nice 2 bedroom furnlahed 
$660/person/ssmeeter 4 people 352-3445 
Preferred Propertfea a now leasing lor summer 
and fal. Fox Run, Haven House. Piedmont. 
Bkchwood Place, and others avertable' Al resi- 
dents receive a memberahip to Cherrywood- 
llnatl Spa Cal 352 9378  
REDUCED FALL RATES 
Jay-Mar Apartments 
2 bedroom AC specious 
Starting at $420 Cal 354-6036 
Stare house with fern grad etudem. Summer 
and/or achool yeer Intl student welcomed Cal 
Ann 354-1159.  
Single room lor lemele. private bath t cooking 
reels.. S195/mo md ubT Quiet reeldantai 
neighborhood Non-smoker please 12 mo. 
asssa-Ph   352 1832 or 352 7365  
Ouotiaaa aurnmsr 1 bdrm apt. at Univ. Visage 
Cloae to campua 3rd floor aw cond patio. 
$200 month plua electric. Call John 
353 8033 or leeve meaaage 372-2181 
Summer Rentals 
Houses 4 bdrm   on E Wooster apta   1 a 2 
bdrm on E Merry $210/220 lor 1 or 2 peo 
pie AJJJB amgle rooms 362-7365  
SUMMER RENTALS 
Houeea. apts. rooms. 
Cal 352 7365 
Summer Rental Only 3 bedroom. Close to 
campua 443 N Entarprlae .Apt. B. 
S300'month Cal 353 7437 or 1-433-4474. 
SUMMER SUBLEASE' 
LG   2 BROOM APT. VERY CLOSE FURNI- 
SHED    AND   PHONE    INSTALLED    CALL 
364-3688 
THURSTIN MANOR 451 
THURSTIN AVE ACROSS FROM 
OFFENHAUER EFFICIENCIES 
FOR 1 OR 2 PEOPLE FREE 
HEAT AVAIL SUMMER 
S FALL CALL JOHN NEWLOVE 
REALTY 364-2260 
Two bdrm. furnlahed apt for 90-91 school 
yeer Free HBO a Playboy channel 352-2683 
Two bdrm. -4 parson apts -BG APTS 818. 
822 2nd St B a 12 mo lease. 362-7464 
Altar 6am a wkands 823-7555  
Two bedroom apts. Furrushed or unfurnished 
Avertable Fal 80-81 Cal 354-3633 anytime 
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